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RRD developed the new Razzle Dazzle14’ board.
The concept of this board was born after the big success of the Razzle Dazzle 12’6’’.
The new CNC shaped, full carbon laminated and totally hand finished Razzle Dazzle line is now ready for the pro racers.
The new 14’ delivers great performances in every kind of water conditions, perfect for flat water and ocean chop.
This board is available in two different width sizes 14’x24’’ and 14’x25’’.
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is June 2017 with a deadline
of submissions on April 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 8001200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images
should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word file or if
preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag
UK encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the
right to edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in
this magazine are not necessarily those of the publishing
parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean
that the parent company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the
company, item or service advertised. All material in SUP
Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is
forbidden.

editor’s note

Winter secrets
It’s no secret I personally like nothing better than dropping into a
silky, walled up bump. It’s also no secret that I enjoy scoring
sessions on my home patch. Don’t get me wrong, travelling further
afield is also rewarding, and on numerous occasions the family
and I venture SW in search of waves. The fact is, however, there’s
nothing sweeter than arriving at your local with the stars having
aligned. Even on a coastline renowned for having fickle surf – all
spots being at the complete mercy of wind, swell direction and
tide – quality sessions can be scored. What’s also interesting are
the amount of alternative spots available in an area perceived to
only have one or two peaks. With ever shifting sandbars once
gutless slop can suddenly materialise as punchy waves.
Keeping eyes peeled is key. As is being prepared to paddle a way
offshore. Knowing conditions helps but SUP really has opened up a
plethora of new waves and there’s always the chance of snagging a
session to yourself, away from the gaggle (this applies to elsewhere also).
Winter 2016/2017 definitely took a while to rev up but as December
swung into view the wave Gods answered our prayers and the last few
months have delivered numerous solid sessions – some even
accompanied by sunshine and mild air temps. With more and more
paddlers stepping into the wave arena it’s nice to see plenty of riders
looking to improve and up their game. Pre-2010 it would pretty much
be just me and two others (when time allowed) out chasing paddle
surf conditions in this ‘hood. Nowadays you’ll be hard pressed to be on
your own. If my local is a snapshot of SUP’s growth then it’s
interesting to see where the sport’s at now compared to then – and
long may this continue. In the meantime if I want to get away from it
all then I’ll retire (on occasion) to where I know there’ll not be others,
returning to a more social SUP environment later.

Blow time
As I write we’ve since moved on from the conditions described above.
Having had a period devoid of blustery weather those overhead low
pressures have since moved in bringing wind and Atlantic influenced
scenarios. For those fancying a spot of downwind paddling now’s your
chance. If you’re a wave head looking for added stoke and a way to
use the puff when it goes onshore then downwinding is a great
compliment to paddle surfing – even if you don’t own a specific
downwind sled. And paddlers without a penchant for waves should get
stuck in as well.
We’ve spoken about this before but touring and race SUPs work (to a
point) for this kind of paddling. OK, riders won’t necessarily be scoring
the type of glides you can on a DW board but race/touring sticks come
pretty close. And as far as board skills go there’s no better way of
improving than threading a pointy nose SUP through the needle of
bumps. If you’ve yet to try DW SUP then time to get involved? Go with
someone more experienced, don’t take any unnecessary risks (sheltered
runs in harbours for instance exist in the UK), and we’re sure you’ll have
a cracking time. Search online for downwind SUP info and don’t be
afraid to ask. There are various groups available through social media
where experienced paddlers will be only too happy to help.
With UK SUP’s brand new 2017 season just around the corner we hope
you enjoy this issue of SUP Mag UK and can’t wait to get involved with
all that stand up brings this year. Happy paddling peeps!
Tez Plavenieks, April 2017
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz

Trip of a

Alex Murray at the

Alex Murray made the pilgrimage to the hallowed surf spot of
Cloudbreak, Fiji, to do battle against the world’s best stand up
paddle surfers at the ISA World SUP Champs. Here’s how it
went for him.
Words: Alex Murray
Pics: Ben Reed/ISA
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ISA World SUP Champs, Fiji

We dropped anchor by the reef at Namotu
and whilst watching perfect clean three
foot waves, with only two surfers in, I
waxed up my 7'5" SUP ready for my first
surf in Fiji.

I left the UK a couple of weeks before the
Fiji World Championships were due to
start, to acclimatize and try and get used
to the waves. Two eleven hour flights later
I was on the other side of the world in
beautiful Fiji.

Not knowing what to expect board choice
for Fiji had been a bit of a challenge. Back
at home, in the shaping room before I left, I
had planned to take three boards. But in
the end I gambled on taking only two SUPs
and a surfboard. 7'5"x 26"x 4" squash tail
three fin, 7'8"x 26"x 4" pin tail five fin and a
5'6"x 20"x 2 1/4" pin tail five fin surf stick.

After a short drive, and a couple of boat
rides, I arrived at my destination for the
next ten days, the stunning island of
Malolo. Wanting to sample the true Fijian
surfing experience, l had initially looked at
staying on the islands of Tavarua and
Namotu but both were fully booked. After a
lot of internet research and still wanting to
experience the island feel I finally decided
on the Funky Fish Resort on Malolo, which
turned out to be far better than I ever
thought it would be. Having checked in I
discovered the resort was deserted, there
were only two other guests!

Not only was I concerned about the size
and type of waves I would encounter, but
also the weight and spiralling costs of
excess baggage. Simply lifting my bag
with three boards, paddles and a surfboard
was a total back breaker. I’m not sure what
the check in staff thought!

Looking at the amazing views towards
Cloudbreak we were then called for lunch,
the most delicious Kokoda (raw fish and
coconut milk soup – the national dish of
Fiji). With what felt like about twenty staff
looking after the three of us it was amazing.
I couldn’t have been more content.

Getting ready to enter the water I first
covered myself in waterproof factor 50 and
then jumped off the boat into crystal clear
water that was warm as a bath. After an
incredible couple of hours surfing I
bumped into fellow team mate Tina
Beresford (who had already been out in Fiji
for a few days). I got back to the boat
totally dehydrated and burnt to a crisp.
Gulping down gallons of water and
applying tones more sunscreen we upped
anchor for a first look at Cloudbreak.

Post-breakfast the following morning we
were met by our boat captain. The ride
from the resort to the closest waves at
Wilkes and Namotu takes about twenty
five minutes. I knew I had truly arrived
when we passed a large shark and saw
flying fish gliding just in front of the boat.
11
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“Having too much time to
think about the predicted
10' swell that was arriving
certainly got the
butterflies going.”

Intimidating waves
With quite a crowd out and intimidating
looking waves I opted to take in my surfboard
instead of a SUP. The speed and power of the
wave, not to mention the shallowness of the
reef, was mind blowing. The standard of
surfing was also extremely high, the line up
dotted with top pro surfers. Paddling out and
watching Shane Dorian tearing into a set
wave right in front of me was incredible. I
managed to snag a few good ones and was
fortunate not to hit the reef. We returned to
resort via Cloud 9 (a cool bar built of wood out
at sea on the Malolo reef), then an early
dinner and on to bed – the end of a perfect
day. The following morning I was up before
dawn and it was time to do it all again.
After five more days of surfing fantastic
Cloudbreak and Namotu, in waves ranging
from waist high to overhead, I was
eventually joined by another UK rider
Charlie Grey and then eventually the rest of
the GB team.
Following lunch we all went back out to
Cloudbreak and had a great hour with only
seven of us in. A perfect day surfing was
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After a couple more days practicing we
sadly had to move from our fantastic resort
to the mainland. It was finally time for the
World Championship opening ceremony.
The next morning we departed onboard the
mothership from Port Denarau out to
Cloudbreak for the start of the surfing
competition. I was up in heat two, a heavy
draw, against French champion Benoit
Carpentier and the eventual winner, Hawaii's
Zane Schweitzer. The 20-minute heat went
by in a blur. I had a few waves, but sadly I
was out and moved into the repechage
scheduled for the next day.
Due in the first heat the next morning, it
was a nervous boat ride back out to
Cloudbreak. Sadly the waves had dropped in
size but fortunately I made it through to the
next round. After making a few more heats I
was extremely pleased to still be in at the
end of the day and up for a chance to surf in
some bigger waves that were predicted for
Saturday.

Scary build up
Relaxing for the four race days before the
final of the surf comp wasn't that easy, or
actually that relaxing. Having too much
time to think about the predicted 10' swell
that was arriving certainly got the
butterflies going. Leaving port in the
darkness on that last morning was probably
the scariest build up to a surf session I've
ever experienced. Thankfully Glenn (team
captain) and the other British racers were on
board to help and cheer me on. Seeing
kitesurfers out on our approach to the wave
did not help to relax the nerves either.

made complete when our boat was joined
by a huge pod of dolphins surfing off our
bow on the way home.

Glenn had kindly offered to be my spare
board caddy. When it was time for my heat
he and I jumped off the back of the boat
which felt like stepping off a cross Channel
ferry in a raging storm. The ferocious wind
was wiping up the already enormous waves.
It felt impossible to paddle away from the
moving boat which had not yet managed to
anchor due to the huge swell. We tried to
grab hold of the start buoy but it slipped its
mooring so worryingly we found ourselves
drifting further out to sea.

With only very small waves on offer the
following day, and a big swell forecast, we
opted to rest, snorkel and hike the hills of
Malolo. With great views from the top and
superb snorkeling it was yet another great
experience.

Perfect session
After an early surf at Namotu we then
lucked into a small, but perfect session at
Restaurants. Initially with only three of us
in, this amazing wave was breaking onto an
insanely shallow reef. Even the slightest
touch of the razor sharp coral resulted in
injury. But what a wave.

Moving closer to the reef we eventually
found the other guys waiting for the heat.
The scary start got worse when seconds
later Mexican Felipe Rodriguez zoomed past
on the back of a ski with his board in half
(he actually snapped two that day). At this
point I was thinking the gamble of bringing
only two boards might have been a mistake.

Before we went back to resort, with the swell
still building, we stopped to take another
look at Cloudbreak. A great move as we were
soon to witness the 'Kelly Slater Show.' To
our amazement he moored his jet ski next
to our boat and then paddled over to surf
directly in front of us in full on double
overhead barrels.
13
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“Finally I caught
what felt like a
good one. It
turned out to be
the most intense
wave I have ever
ridden on a SUP.”

the top deck of the boat after the
competition had finished and watching Kai
Lenny free surf for an hour. Fresh from
charging 50-foot Jaws he made double
overhead Cloudbreak look like it was
nothing. My admiration for him continued
the following day when he caught and
passed all the other teams in the final of the
relay race. He is on another level for sure.

on a wave. It was so frustrating every time I
thought I had one I'd get blown back or the
wave would die out and I'd miss it.
Finally I caught what felt like a good one. It
turned out to be the most intense wave I
have ever ridden on a SUP. The few seconds I
rode will stay with me forever. So too will the
scars I picked up from hitting the reef at the
end of it! Unfortunately I didn't get the
score I needed and with only three minutes
left to go I tried but couldn't catch another
wave. Before I knew it my contest was over.

Later that afternoon it was back into town
for the closing ceremony. Team GB happily
finished in twelfth place overall, even
without a prone team. Then, finally, a few
drinks in celebration were enjoyed at the
after show party before sadly getting ready
for the long journey home. The end of what
really had been a trip of a life time.

Kai Lenny
Watching the fearless performances of the
guys and girls that went through to the
finals in serious conditions was truly
amazing. An added bonus was standing on

Thanks
Thanks to all my team mates and to the ISA and Tourism Fiji for putting on a great event. Most importantly I'd like to thank
my amazing family and friends for helping and supporting me. Fetch Surf Co. and Vaikobi were awesome for supplying our
team outfits. A big thank you to my sponsors:- Outsider TV, Cornish Bed Company and Escape Surfboards. And finally thanks
to BSUPA for paying my entry fee.
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INSPIRING A
LIFETIME OF
MEMORIES
As the definitive SUP range for all, the Fly Air accommodates
newbies and experienced paddlers alike. Progressive, adaptive
and engaging, there’s no task too big for our innovative design
which is guaranteed to enrich your time on the water. The Ripper
was made for the up and coming grom. Easy to transport and
user-friendly, the next generation will be hooked from day one.
RIDER NICI SCHEICHL
PHOTO SEBASTIAN SCHÖFFEL
WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K
K66
K UK LTD, KIOSK 3 - BEACH PARADE, BN11 2FG WORTHING
T
T 01903 230577,
7, SALES@K-66.COM,, WWW.K-66.COM

FLY AIR PREMIUM
9’0” / 9’8” / 10’4” / 10’8”

FLY AIR
9’0” / 9’8” / 10’4” / 10’8”

FLY AIR PURE
9’0” / 9’8” / 10’4” / 10’8”

RIPPER AIR
7’10”

Fanatic have been part of the watersports scenery for a long
time. They were early adopters of stand up paddle boarding
back in 2007 – right at the sport’s inception – and have been
peddle to the mettle ever since. In our latest Behind the
Brand feature we hooked up with Fanatic’s Craig Gertenbach
and head designer Sebastian Wenzel for a look/see.
Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Fanatic

Behind
the
brand
Craig Gertenbach and Sebastian Wenzel,
Fanatic
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Tell us about Fanatic’s history – how did
the company come about?
CG: Fanatic was created in 1981 and was a
board riders company from the start,
offering windsurfing gear, snowboards,
skateboards, surfboards, wakeboards and
most recently SUP as a natural brand
extension. Our rich heritage and
technological experience made it really
easy to navigate through the early days of
SUP’s expansion, ensuring a leadership
role in helping define the sport and make
it what it is today.

no clue what it was, really. I paddled in
onshore conditions and in surf stance. I fell
off left and right the whole time and had no
fun at all. Only later, when I tried again in
Mauritius with proper technique and
conditions, did I discover it was good fun.
Where did you first learn to SUP?
SW: Pretty much started here at home in
Portugal properly in 2007 (after
Mauritius). A friend and myself where the
first to SUP in Portugal.
Got any fond memories of your time
stand up paddling so far?
SW: Yes! Chasing big waves on very big
SUPs in the early days. Lots of broken
leashes!

When did you first come across stand up
paddle boarding? Did you think it
looked cool?
SW: It was on Maui around 2007 I guess. I
had a quick go on a Mistral Pacifico. I had

17
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What about land based activities – anything that gets you frothing like a silky
offshore wave or flat water glass?
SW: Not much. I do some running, gym workouts and mountain biking to stay fit, but
nothing beats being in the ocean.
Where did the idea for a range of SUP products come from?
CG: Being based in Europe obviously helps us react to market trends. But having our team
riders and designers constantly travelling to Hawaii or Australia helps keep us up to date
with innovations and trends globally. It was clear right from the beginning that the USA
and Australia would lead the market in composite board development, as they do today.
We have great connections to both markets and can fully benefit from any new trends
which get integrated into our latest designs.
What appealed about the concept?
CG: What´s not to like about SUP? Coming from wind/surf based activities it’s so
accessible and multifaceted; a great family sport, high performance in waves and racing,
plus touring; the options were and are endless, so it was a no-brainer. Although we have
to admit at first glance it was always strange to see ‘sweepers’ out on the water! Now it’s
commonplace.
Was it tricky getting SUP off the ground in the early days?
SW: Not really, as it is so easy to understand and there was a lot of interest.
CG: Indeed. It took off really fast in countries with strong surf cultures: USA; AUS and
France. But it was harder bringing it to the public in places like Germany, Italy and the
UK, due to equipment size and the types of location (perceived) to be available. Then
iSUPs showed up and the flat water appeal increased which opened up new doors.
Talk us through your day to day responsibilities – is it all paddling, testing, paddling
or do you have to do some work occasionally?
CG: We try to split R&D of windsurfing and SUP into two teams. Sebastian mainly takes
care of the SUP part, being located in Portugal, with a test team and plenty of visits from
team riders and other testers. Whilst our windsurfing R&D is done in many different
locations, matched to the conditions needed. Sebastian´s typical day will be filled with a
lot of design work and testing, which he can organise around conditions, all three of his
son’s surfing/SUPíng, so he is fairly flexible. But as the only board designer for both
sports he is unique in the industry, so he is really busy.
For myself in the office, it’s a typical 7.30am start. A mixture of sales and product
oriented work, in Munich, with additional marketing stuff like team photoshoots. We do
almost all the iSUP testing here in Munich too, which makes things really easy as you can
schedule that with the best weather. Around 70-90 days travelling per year to suppliers,
meetings, photoshoots, events – I pretty much always manage to fit in some R&D and
trying new products during those trips, together with Product Manager Daniel Aeberli.
What’s been key to Fanatic’s success within SUP?
CG: If you talk to the suppliers, then generally they will always tell you that windsurfing
companies do have an advantage in that the structures are in place, fairly efficient but
also they are very experienced, in terms of product management, distribution and
marketing. That has been a big plus for us, as well as our 35+yrs of experience in the
watersports market. Also not being able to rely 100% on distributors to pick up the bill on
mistakes in product lines (we own most of our agencies/central warehouses) makes us
very careful about how we approach the market as each product must fit into our
compact yet complete line. This is a culture established out of necessity, but also one
that we are very comfortable with – Fanatic only introduces 100% finished products to
the market that we think make sense for our partners to sell and push the sport forwards.
Of course shape wise, our big advantage is that Sebastian has many years of CAD
experience, plus a huge databank to rely on – something which for a long time was very
unique in the board sport business.
In terms of change, how’s the sport moved on? Is it easier to sell SUP gear nowadays?
SW: The market has become very competitive – a variety of products are available as
many will know. Inflatables took over a big part of the hard board market and we now
invest a lot of time and money in that sector.
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Why do you think inflatables are more
popular than hard boards in the UK?
SW: It is just so easy with inflatables and
the quality is (generally) good nowadays.

What’s your most popular piece of
equipment?
CG: Probably the classic Fly Air 10’4”
Allrounder iSUP, although I always try and
recommend touring boards to most of my
friends for general paddling.

CG: I agree. Ease of storage, transport and
durability make iSUPs very appealing.
However, we are also seeing a swing back to
composite boards in some markets as
customers start specialising in wave/race or
touring. Not everyone likes to keep blowing
up their boards each session! And some
paddlers want more performance.

Give us your thoughts on SUP kit in
general.
CG: As SUP got bigger so did the amount of
brands offering gear. There are lots of
products out there, especially in the lower
priced segment, which do not offer the
quality customers expect. It´s a challenge
to differentiate yourself as a premium brand
offering quality, service and experience –
but it´s interesting to see that over the long
term quality pretty much tops quantity. In
time the market should stabilise for the
benefit of customers.

What’s the plan for 2017? Which areas
will you focus on the most?
CG: For 2017 we have invested heavily in
our range with new
paddles/iSUPs/composite boards, so we´ll
keep building on that and also try to give
the market longer product life cycles on
many models. This will make stocking
easier and reduce closeout offers within
retail establishments. In terms of
R&D/development, the touring market
continues to grow and we´ll keep working
on that intensely, whilst family/entry level
is, of course, a big focus too.

Talk to us about your personal quiver –
what are you using and why?
SW: Stylemaster 9’0” or ProWave 8’8” – just
great boards for surfing all types of waves.
CG: iSUP Touring 11’6” for family/cruising
here in Munich and Italy. It’s simple/easy to
transport four boards for all the family. For
further afield trips I really like the AllWave
range; easy to paddle and catch waves
which equals 100% fun.

Tell us about how you’re developing the
Fanatic brand moving forwards. What
about further plans to evolve,
technologically or otherwise.
CG: No big changes to our strategy: we keep
building on our current successes and are
always on the lookout for new technologies
– especially in the iSUP market. There have
been amazing gains in reducing weights,
overall quality and optics over the last five
years – we are excited to see if we can keep
leading in that area.
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Where’s your local spot? What does it
offer stand up paddle boarders?
SW: Guincho Beach, Portugal: nice waves,
from small to big and it’s pretty consistent.
CG: I really enjoy paddling on the local
lakes around Munich: Chiemsee and
Staffelsee for instance. There are so many to
choose from, with longer tours or beer
garden visits, which is always nice!
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Is it just waves or are you happy
paddling all waters?
SW: For me it is more about waves than
anything else.
CG: Waves is always special, but a great
touring day with the family to a new
location is also lots of fun!
Got any burning SUP ambitions outside
of your normal routine?
SW: Surf bigger waves…
CG: More water time in general!
Shouts and thanks?
CG: Big thanks, of course, not only to
Sebastian and Daniel, but also our
marketing department comprised of Klaas
Voget and my wife Karin Gertenbach. They
get Fanatic’s amazing imagery and
materials out there and help showcase
Fanatic SUP. Also thanks to the many other
people involved from our graphic agency
3Deluxe, to all our staff in Molln, and our
agents/importers; it´s a team effort!
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I am laying down looking up at the sky. There are Northern Lights
dancing around and stars shooting from the sky. I can hear sounds
from the water and the waves… Besides this it’s totally quiet and
black and I can’t see anything else around me. It’s late October and I
am on Barba, a sailing boat in the north of Norway. I ve been here
for the past six weeks and it’s been a crazy trip up the Norwegian
c o a s t l i n e s o fa r. I f y o u t h i n k N o r wa y i s a s m a l l c o u n t ry j u s t t a k e a
look at the map and you will see it stretches 103,000 kilometres!
Norway has the most beautiful coastline in the world and if you think
something else, then you re wrong. Sorry, it’s not just something I am
saying, it’s true!
WORDS AND PICS: KARI SHIEBEVAAG

WHALES in
WINTER
We started out in Stavanger (south
Norway, my hometown) and the goal was
to hit up Tromsø in the north. Our boat was
laden with all kinds of ‘toys’ as the four of
us and one super dog sailed out from
Stavanger. I can’t count how many people
had told me that I should think twice
before going aboard, and I’m all too aware
of the reasons why. Winter weather can be
harsh in Norway. Winter means storm
after storm after storm. The last thing we
needed was to be caught out. We certainly
had to be careful and plan our journey
carefully.
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“We hurried along the last part of our journey and
as we entered the area outside of Tromsø, Orcas
began swimming around the boat welcoming us”

The coast of Norway is awe inspiring
and dramatic.
Just three days before we set sail there was a crazy one and I have to say I was a bit
nervous that this weather would continue. But the day we weighed anchor, the sun was
shining from blue skies and six weeks later the sun is still shining. Was it luck? I don’t
know, but I can’t remember an October with this kind of beautiful weather!
You have white sandy beaches, high mountains, crystal clear waters and locations with
no other people around. A sailing boat makes it so easy to access all these spots so we
can SUP and kite.

So much action
We investigated many varied shorelines and found great launches for stand up and
kiting. Hiking, paddling, snorkeling, sleeping in a tent, fishing, kiting, looking at the
Northern Lights and much more. So much action all accompanied by good weather –
what more can you ask for?
Nature is crazy when you think about it. You can use the power of the wind to move along
the coast with a boat or a kite. You can see places by just using the power that the
elements are creating for you. That is incredible to think about if you ask me.
On the way to Tromsø we heard that migrating whales had already arrived. It was one of
the goals to be there when they did. We hurried along the last part of our journey and as
we entered the area outside of Tromsø, Orcas began swimming around the boat
welcoming us. We jumped in and were swimming and SUPing with them soon after. What
a greeting!
Days flew by and we enjoyed further sailing, kiting, paddling, swimming and whale
watching. I was here last year also, but I have to say this time was extra special. I was not
so nervous, we were getting closer to them and they played around with us.
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The first time I was on my SUP, the
Orcas were swimming around the board
just looking at me. They were checking
me out, who I was and what I was doing.
I admit I was a bit shaky when they
swam only centimeters from my board,
but after a while I felt they were just
friends cruising around with us. Paddle
boards are so quiet – you slide through
the water with no noise. But the whales
still they know who you are and that
you are there. It’s just amazing.

Humpbacks
Orcas are big but Humpbacks are even
bigger. They were all there around my
SUP at one point – I knew they were in
full control. After some time I jumped
into the water with them. They move so
gracefully in the water – they look like
big teddy bears.
Before long it got windy and we scored
some nice conditions for kitesurfing,
finally. During one session I enjoyed a
sunset blast. Suddenly the Orcas reappeared and played with me. I was in
the middle of the ocean together with
these big animals. There was snow on
the mountains, strong wind and
amazing light. Arctic pink warm I like to
call it. My heart was pumping, but after
many times in the water with them, I
knew I was fine. And I knew they could
easily move away from me. I also knew
that If they wanted to harm me they
could. I feel they were in full control
and they simply decided to be with me.
At the end of November it was game over
and I travelled back down to the south of
Norway for some sun. I am now waiting
for the light improve so I can head back
to Tromsø. I’m fully planning on
continuing my journey and I can’t wait to
get back! There’s simply nothing better
than exploring and discovering what
potential lies just around the next bend.
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Words: Martin Barlow
Pics: Georgia Wharton

Age (no) concern –
stand up, pensioners!
I am a 65 year old pensioner who first tried stand up paddle boarding six years ago in
California. My brother ran the San Diego Canoe Kayak Team on Fiesta Island and there
were a couple of paddle boards at the club ready to be taken for a glide across the bay.
Initially and inevitably, there were a few dips in the warm water of Mission Bay but before
long I was able to stand up and oar across flat water – that was it, I was hooked.
Touchdown in England and my first port of call was trawling through eBay pages for that
elusive beginner’s board I longed for. It may be the fastest growing watersport now but
six years ago used boards were few and far between. Luckily I came across a second hand
SUP, 11’2 by 25” and clicked straight to the checkout. Safe to say I’ve had more than my
money’s worth. Weekends were spent exploring and learning, SUPing on canals, rivers,
lakes and once I mustered up the courage, the daunting open ocean. I realised fairly
quickly that I could SUP without any back ache or knee pain and at the same time enjoy
some gentle upper body exercise, whilst strengthening my core muscles.
With time and growing ability I was ready for my next board, a Starboard Pin. My love for
SUPing only spurred me on further and my wish to improve grew just as fast as the sport.
In 2012 I completed a three day ASI course. I was fairly apprehensive about how able I
would be among this group of eight, seeing other younger people taking part. No sweat!
It was an exhilarating three days and I came away with an instructor’s qualification for
level 1 and 2 SUP, together with a better knowledge about tides, winds and water safety –
what a feeling!
What a difference one discovery can make. Just eight years prior to this I had suffered a
prolapsed disc and had imagined that my time engaging with watersports was over. Even
now going out in a kayak or canoe can bring on a twinge and the memory of being
immobilised. Paddle boarding, on the other hand, was a welcome therapy that has me in
better shape than perhaps ever before.
I found that any time spent on a SUP was not only enjoyable but beneficial to my all
round physical and mental wellbeing. Without much effort my central core gained in
strength, improving my balance as well as supporting my upper body. My overall ability
to stand for long periods of time also improved, which helps when you live with a wife and
three daughters and there’s no space on the sofa! The simple stroke motion of stretching,
pulling and bending, works the limbs and uses muscles which became neglected in other
retirement activities.
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Martin Barlow
proves that age
isn’t a barrier for
stand up paddling,
whatever level you
choose to
participate. If
you’ve got the will
then there’s
definitely a way.
Over to Martin for
some inspiration.

Stronger

Instructing

With paddle boarding my body feels
stronger and upper body exercise became
the norm whichever type of paddling I took
part in. Paddling for leisure on flat or open
water and racing with all age groups
through surf or on rivers provides me with
different levels of effort and keeps my
shoulder muscles and upper limbs loose
and supple. I think it is safe to say that I
credit SUP for being in this shape at the
grand age of 65.

As an Instructor I teach at AV SUP Club on the
River Hamble near Southampton and I have
noticed that interest in SUP tends to be more
popular with the under 40s age group. I
wanted to write this article and open the eyes
of those who might not realise how beneficial
this sport is for all ages. Likewise, when I
started racing at events such as the Frostbite
series, the Head of the Dart and the UK SUP
Club series, participants over 50, and
especially over 60, were few in number. I was
very encouraged when I found that UK SUP
Clubs had introduced age groups in their race
series. This motivated me to take part in more
events, hoping to meet more like-minded
grey-haired boarders. Coming first this year in
the 12’6” BOTT, 63+, age group and then
second in the 12’6” UK Sup Club series, 52+,
age group certainly rewarded my enthusiasm.

According to Wave Physiotherapy, “The
fitness aspect of SUP is one of the key
underlying factors of why it gets so many
people hooked. SUP offers a core and
cardiovascular workout, because training on
an unbalanced surface targets the muscles
in the mid-section of our bodies.” I soon
found that this was true and my all round
health improved immensely just by being
on a SUP board. When not racing I spend a
lot of time exploring rivers or coastlines with
or without Yasmin (my wife) who is not so
keen to paddle in the winter weather so
tends to be my sunny day companion. It is
almost effortless, putting the boards on the
roof rack and trekking off to various
locations. There are many to choose from
not too far from home. Favourite SUP spots
of mine are Keyhaven and Hurst Castle,
Poole Harbour and Brownsea Island,
Marazion and St Michaels Mount, Sennen
Cove, Saunton Sands, The River Teifi,
Cardigan and Fishguard Harbour.

So whether you’re a youngster or someone
getting on in years, paddle boarding is
probably for you. If you want to keep fit and
don’t mind the possibility of falling in the
water every now and again I would of course
recommend it. If you know someone of my
age who has the gift of spare time on their
hands and would like to try something new,
do encourage them to try it. They might just
find a new way to stay flexible, strong and
young and also be surprised at how easy it
is. This is still a small and very friendly
community and we are looking to expand
the enthusiasm as well as create greater
competition in each age group.

As the saying goes: ‘age is just mind over matter, if
you don’t mind it doesn’t matter.’
So … stand up, pensioners!
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Words: Sonja Jones
Photos: Georgina Maxwell, Chris Brain
I have Multiple Sclerosis – an unpredictable beast, but I am determined
for it to not become unruly. Paddling has been my version of
rehabilitation where it has brought me strength both physically through
the bodily act, and mentally due to the challenges that this has come
with, increasing my conviction to overcome hurdles. Strength has also
been found from my new, and some I believe to be, lifelong friends from
the paddling community.
November 2014, a year since hospitalisation and unexpected MS diagnosis, I decided that
I’d like to try kayaking to improve my left sided weakness and overall fitness; I get bored
easily with the gym, and living as I did, so close to Llangollen, I knew that this was
something I could get immersed in fairly easily. If you would like to read more about my
story, navigate your way to my blog www.paddlehigh5.wordpress.com.
I met with a kayak coach to embark on my journey to freedom, where we immediately set a
goal to work towards – to train for six months to paddle the Great Glen by sea kayak in three
days rather than the standard five in May 2015; which we did, accompanied by eight
others. Not once did any of my new friends (or coach) exhibit any doubt in my capability,
and as consequence, my confidence and both my physical and mental strength surpassed
anything I thought possible.
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The

Maltese

SUP
Project
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Paddlers l to r:
Matt Haydock
Georgina Maxwell
Sonja Jones
Chris Brain

Georgina quote: “We absolutely chose the right
team, we were all on the same page at all times
which was really nice – four is a great expedition
number”
https://goo.gl/maps/VnuKvYAtPKr
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I met with a kayak coach to
embark on my journey to
freedom, where we immediately
set a goal to work towards – to
train for six months to paddle the
Great Glen by sea kayak in three days rather than the
standard five in May 2015; which we did, accompanied
by eight others. Not once did any of my new friends (or
coach) exhibit any doubt in my capability, and as
consequence, my confidence and both my physical and
mental strength surpassed anything I thought possible.
This challenge instilled a steadfast passion for paddling and
being immersed in the outdoors.
After Scotland, I spent six months developing my sea
kayaking skills, and making new kayaking friends, leading to
my decision to organise and lead my own kayaking
expedition for May 2016 – an
unsupported circumnavigation of Menorca with four newly
acquired friends - quite a leap from Scotland. Again, not once
did anyone doubt my physical or mental ability to do this.
Leading up to Menorca in early 2016, I began to realise I had
some clear asymmetric strength in my legs. My left leg was
significantly weaker than my right; this affected me daily
when climbing stairs or walking gradual inclines, and was
especially alarming on a sea kayaking trip on the Menai
Strait and whilst learning to ski in Chamonix.
Before we went to Menorca, Erin, my dear friend, began to
grow concern after witnessing my struggle on the slopes and
insisted I do some leg centric exercise. Due to general life
distractions and focusing on my kayaking skills for our
upcoming Menorcan adventure, time had completely
escaped me and so I had forgotten to concentrate on my
legs. My weak leg of course followed me to Menorca where I
had a few problems with spasticity and pain.
On returning from Menorca, whilst suffering peak postadventure blues, the idea came to me – I will paddle my legs
to strength through the power of SUP.
With that idea planted and another goal to focus on to help
me to recover from post-expedition despair - I immediately
went on Google Earth to find somewhere warm and
interesting for a new challenge.
I knew that if I wanted paddle-pals, I would ideally need
somewhere that would not be too much of a time
commitment so that getting time off work wouldn’t be a
problem. My eyes suddenly landed on Malta – I had fond
memories of holidays there as a child, particularly as it is
where I had my first taste of water-sports when learning to
windsurf at about 10 years old.
I thought that if we used iSUPs we could easily get our kit
out there and at a rough flight time of three hours and 15
minutes – we won’t break our backs doing so. I then
measured the distance of circumnavigation of Malta, where
it became apparent that to do not one but all three islands,
would be around 137 kilometres. Again, I thought if we had
10 days and favourable conditions, this could be entirely
feasible.
Feeling full of fire and excitement for this new mission, I set
about recruiting exped-i-pals.
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I knew that for a challenge such as this, I would require a
few things from individuals:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

People with the personality type that can embrace the seemingly ridiculous and have
a YES attitude.
No ego and excellent at working in teams – a trip into the unknown such as this
needed to have everyone working together for both sanity and safety.
SUP competence…otherwise we wouldn’t get very far would we?
People who really don’t give a hoot about roughing it and not caring if we see each
other’s bottoms from time to time! There’s no room for shyness!
People who can “man-up” when the number two’s hit the fan and live in the moment,
pushing on through for safety’s sake until a safe haven is reached.
Experience of coastal navigation.
Impeccable sea safety and rescue skills.

Chris Brain’s Highlight: The moment we finally all managed to stand up and
paddle at the same time. It felt like it was a long time coming and really was
well deserved when we eventually got stable conditions which meant we could
be on foot.
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As someone who has some experience of the above, which was perhaps accelerated during
my Menorca trip, I did know, however, that I needed to be surrounded by a team with
significant experience so that we can all look after each other effectively. I knew that if
something bad happens with Malcolm (that’s what I call MS), and we simultaneously hit
dangerous conditions or another team member has issues, we need to be certain all
eventualities are covered.
That night, I happened to be talking to Georgina online, who I met whilst out in Chamonix
earlier that year. I knew George was a highly experienced paddler and coach, and ticked
every box from speaking with my friend Erin who circumnavigated Corsica with her.
On asking her, she said yes with no hesitation whatsoever. Both George and I felt the next
natural choice was to ask the man who helped paddle me to strength, Chris Brain…who also
said yes. Hmmm. This began to feel too good to be true. Feeling the need for equilibrium in
numbers, George asked her highly experienced paddler friend and coach, Matt Haydock if
he would like to join us, who responded resolutely with yes.
Within a couple of days, this small vision had sparked up into a reality.
We had approximately 5 months to get paddle-fit where we all spent our time paddleboarding as often as possible; I would frequent Cardiff Bay and the River Ely, George and
Matt would be on the sea and canals of Scotland, and Chris would often be found mooching
around places such as Bala Lake.
As we fast approached “paddle-off” we had to think about loading potentially 10 days’
worth of expedition stuff on to a paddle-board. We all had our own methods, especially
because we all had varying amounts of cargo-areas on our boards – I just had the one area
for strapping baggage on at the front on my FatStick 12’6 Racer/Tourer iSUP.
All of our boards were by different manufacturers, but what we aimed to do was to have
similar length/widths so that we were able to travel at similar speeds to each other,
although cargo did indeed have an effect on our boards’ responsiveness.
If there was one thing I learnt from Menorca and that was I over-packed. This time I took
the bare minimum clothes (and simply had biodegradable hand wash for them), and
everything else was in miniature – I even bought a down jacket that scrunched up less than
a jumper and a sleeping bag and roll mat that squished down not much bigger than a can
of beans! Everything was placed in one waterproof bag at the front and strapped down with
roof-rack straps as bungee cord alone was not going to cut it…as I soon learnt when one
broke and twanged my bicep early one morning on loading my board. That was a rude
awakening!

The Big Paddle…

We flew out to Malta on Halloween 2016, and in celebration of the spooky festival, two
days’ prior, a forceful storm swept over the islands, reaching approximately 45 knots,
bashing onto roads and even damaging hotels.
Leading up to the trip, I was constantly monitoring the forecast – despite the winter month
(which was chosen purely down to all our availability), it was set to be perfect SUP
conditions with barely any wind and a calm sea state predicted. Imagine my horror on
Saturday 29th October when I did my daily weather monitoring; I went into a black mood –
I took Mother Nature’s mastery as a personal attack, mainly due to my “weather cockiness”
leading up to the challenge.
When you put so much emotional energy into something in order to over-come and
obliterate physical and mental hurdles, such as the situation with my legs, to come to the
gross realisation that the thing you have focused on for months might not be possible, can
be incredibly hard to swallow. I apologise right now to my Mum and girlfriend for being a
grumpy little witch that weekend!
My troll-like state disappeared as soon as I saw the team’s sleepy and smiling faces early
morning at the airport on Halloween; this really was an adventure into the unknown, and
the energy of anticipation for this curious quest pulsed through our veins.
On arrival it became clear that the legacy of the storm was still strong and so we took the
time to get provisions, and bond as a team over a meal as this was the first time we had all
been together, and in some cases, even met each other!
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“When I heard
about Sonja's
planned
expedition I
jumped at the
chance to
support her; after
working with
people
experiencing MS
and having my
own health
issues I was very
inspired by
Sonja's quest!
Additionally I
have visited
Malta myself
and loved it
there, the
thought of
people paddling
around the
island really
captivated me.”
Reuben May
Fatstick

November 1 was our first paddling day; we
set off later than anticipated due to
vacating the hotel with all of our stuff and
heading to our “get on”, followed by
inflating our boards and loading up, and
talking to an Irish couple whom gave us
some religious tokens to keep us safe.
When we got on the water, we were faced
with 6ft swell and when paddling fully
laden inflatables, this was hard going. We
realised that all landing spots were going
to be on spikey rocks – not ideal for
something that may POP - and as daylight
hours were not on our side, we needed to
think about landing sooner rather than
later. At home we had not encountered a
landscape like it when SUPing and so our
first steep learning curve was timing the
waves crashing onto the unavoidable rocks
when launching or landing.

and sea state, and realised that to go out
in those conditions, even attempting the
south and west coast would mean dicing
with death.
After a short run in with friendly police and
quiet contemplation, we had to accept that
we needed to get to the north of the island
in order to stay safe and complete at least
part of a circumnavigation. Our aim of three
islands was shattered, and even one island
was, at best, weather permitting, going to
be a two/three navigation.
We were very lucky, bumping into
familiar UK kayak coach faces and with the
assistance of Kayak Gozo – we had a lift in
an old Land Rover up to Golden Sands in
the NW corner and were rewarded with flat
calm sea to paddle standing up for the first
time in! This energised us as a team.

From herein on, we relaxed and took our
time paddling to the end as we now had,
weather permitting, time on our side. We
discovered the curiosity of Popeye Village,
spoke to a spear fisherman, played a
private gig in an open top cave early in the
morning, battled some hideous side winds
and fully understood the capability of the
craft, discovered cleansing mud to bathe
in, slept next to a mystical dead creature
(I’ll never forget the smell!), laughed until
our sides split, and had an unforgettable
bonding and escapade amidst the initial
disappointment of our goal changing. We
had an adventure, an accelerated learning
curve and development of SUP proficiency
combined with understanding its limits,
and ultimately, created friends for life and
proved that MS needs to be no boundary
for exploration.

Our learning curves and experiences were
so vast but I would say the biggest mental
challenge for us as a team was when sat in
a thunder and lightning storm after
having camped overnight on a ledge next
to a new-ish gas power station and in front
of container ships. We looked at the map
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Matt’s quote: “Highlight
for me? Definitely all the
helpful people we met
along our travels,
ranging from an Irish
couple who gave us
good luck charms, the
Hotel Diplomat staff who
couldn't do enough for
us, taxi drivers who
didn't mind the epic
amount of kit we had,
Chris from KayakGozo
for his amazing help
getting us across the
island, Richard, Phil and
the Malta SeaKats, Pilot
Albert for his chartwork,
the Maltese
Constabulary for their
helpful approach to
some light trespassing
and all the many
tourists who offered their
support and best wishes
along the way. It is all
these encounters which
make a trip so much
more special and give
you such a positive
insight into the place
you are exploring.”
Sonja’s ‘Lowlight’: The
sheer volume of ocean
plastic!

Due to the harsh conditions, we developed a range of SUP styles
from day one:
SDPB (Sit Down Paddle Boarding) – kayak or SUP paddle
KPB (Kneel Paddling Boarding) – kayak or SUP paddle
APB (Armchair Paddle Boarding) usually with a kayak paddle – where you sit against your
luggage like a chair
SBASFITAPB with a SUP paddle or a kayak paddle: (Sit Back And Stick Fin In The Air
Paddle Boarding) If the cross winds were too strong and the nature of the fin wants you to
constantly go with the flow of the wind/waves… sit far back so the fin raises out of the water
and BOOM…it can’t change direction to where you don’t want to go… cheeky!
By mixing up the paddling styles, it ensured we progressed because sure as eggs are eggs; if
we attempted to stand up all the time, our bodies being essentially big sails would impede
us significantly, but also, let’s be honest, we would spend more time IN the water, than out
of it.

Sponsors:
Palm Equipment,
FatStick, McConks, Red
Paddle Company, Go
Kayaking NW,
Glenmore Lodge, VE
Paddles, IR Europe.
https://youtu.be/Va5xqHNHmnI
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Sam Robinson

Plymouth to Bude paddle
for The Wave Project charity

PADDLEBOARDS
FOR EVERYONE ELSE

DING
PROOF

10’6
E
ENDURO

BAMBOO BULLET
ALLROUNDER

12’6 OPEN
OCEAN TOURER

Available in a range of
sizes & colours

14ft race version
also available

Includes bag,
paddle, leash & pump

£649

£699

£799

NOW £499

With Thermo
Composite Technology

BLUE
LAGOON ISUP
L

FREE PADDLE WITH EVERY BOARD // USE CODE: FATSTICK101
SHOP ONLINE AT FATSTICKBOARDS.COM

FOLLOW US

Tony

Bain

Words and pics:
Tony Bain

The vertical
paddle
position
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SUP tips and tricks –
the magician of your wand
Novice SUP paddlers are an adventurous bunch, curious and always up for
a challenge. But they do seem to worry about getting it right. Oh, and
falling in… But that’s part of the sport and learning, isn’t it?
Of course getting it right, ultimately, is what
it is about. ‘How’s this?’ That’s one of the
usual questions I get asked during lessons.
‘How do I hold it?’ ‘Where does this go?’ All
valid queries. But the truth is I’m not
teaching you anything new. Your brain
already knows how to paddle. It even knows
how to keep you balanced when afloat. Just
because you haven’t paddled a water craft
before doesn’t mean you don’t hold the
information required to pilot a SUP.
When it comes to paddling most newbies
over think this action. Frankly, if you want to
go forward, you put the paddle in the water in
front of you, pull it back and your board
slides forward. If you put it in the water at the
side and move it square away from the nose,
and then sweep in a big arc towards the tail,
you will turn away from the direction of
travel. But the question is: how effective, or
how efficient, is the stroke you have used to
control or manoeuvre your board?

pointing down in a vertical manner. Your
hand cups and catches the water as it
plunges deeper. Your body slides forward,
towards and over the point where your hand
caught the water initially, and you start
moving forward.
Once you arrive where you are going, and
you wish to turn around to see how far you
have swum, your hand reaches in front
again. Naturally turning sideways your
hand reaches out to cup and catch the
water close to and just under the water’s
surface in front. Then moving squarely away
from direction of travel, with a wide circular
sweeping action of the arm, your body
rotates easily in the water. Hopefully that all
makes sense?

This is not only ‘what you can do with it’ but
also ‘how you use it’ – and that is what
really matters. Your paddle is like a wand
would be to a magician. It may be the
lightest and most high tech paddle on the
market but if you can’t use it correctly, or it
is set inefficiently, you won’t get the results
you desire.
The closer to vertical your paddle is when
paddling, and straighter from front to back
you can move it, then the straighter your
direction of travel. When your paddle is
horizontal, and pushed square away from
direction of travel (from the nose of the
board), then the easier it is when altering
your direction with an active paddle stroke.

A paddle closest to
horizontal, this
gives the most
efficient paddle
position to alter
the boards
direction of travel

If you want any proof of this just think of
the way your hand enters the water when
you swim front crawl. You reach forward of
the body and enter the water with fingers
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The sculling
swimming
stroke hand
position at 45
degrees at the
side of the
body

Most instructors will have you lying on
your board and using your hands in the
same manner as swimming. You will have
seen surfers paddling out through the
waves in this way I’m sure. (If we could
just convince them to use a paddle instead
of their hands…)
It’s when you stop and think about how we
swim and relate the actions of your hands
to that of your blade that you truly
understand how to use your paddle and
control the direction and movements of
your SUP.
Many swimming strokes are the basis of
flat water paddling skills. Take for
instance the sculling stroke used for
staying afloat in deep water. Your hand is
tilted at 45 degrees front side up as it
travels front to back. The stroke is only
400-500mm long and conducted in a
shallow C-shape just below the water’s
surface. A continued action keeps your
body lifted and avoids sinking.
Imagine, instead of lying on and
swimming your board, sitting at the very

Photo shows
how the blade
becomes the
hand in the
water. The
sculling action
of the blade
drawing the
board and rider
towards it in
water.

front of your SUP cross legged. Reach
forwards, put one hand in the water and do
the same stroke pattern. Hey presto! You
will move forward! Just as if you were
sitting in a coracle.
This time picture standing on your board,
in the centre of it. Place your top hand
across your forehead, head turned and
facing the side, and repeat the same
stroke pattern with your blade in the
water. Your board will move towards your
paddle! If you weight the outside foot,
raising the edge of the board nearest to
the blade, then your board will move
towards the paddle even quicker.
Once you have learnt to scull your SUP
paddle technique will improve immensely
– you will become the magician of your
wand! As well as having a greater
understanding of your paddle and how to
use it!
Tony Bain is a qualified SUP coach, SUP
tour guide and owner of Green Dragon
Activities. He’s also a keen bathtub
paddler!

SUPER STRETCHY
Men's and women's tops, leggings and a two piece
tankini in 0.5 mm neoprene with a plush Thermospan liner.
For spring and summer paddling, surﬁng and supping.
Stretch out your summer in comfort with our NeoFlex line!

gear for paddlers

palmequipmenteurope.com/neoflex

Capo’s placediscovering
– Sicily’s
Simon Hutchinson, head of
Hutch SUP Wear, decided a
different location was in
order for his recent
paddling trip. After a
period of procrastination
Simon and travelling
buddies hit upon the idea
of getting gone to Sicily.
Here Simon describes what
he found during his visit to
capo dei capi’s home turf

Chasing the last rays of European summer,
we flew over in late October as a family group
to spend some time on the water. Thanks to a
generous sized swimming pool we were able
to give the family a SUP 101 introduction
before getting onto the water properly.

Sicily isn’t usually noted as a classic
SUP location (yet), but it should
definitely be up there on the shortlist.
It’s only two hours away from the UK
and on the same latitude as North Africa
and Greece and is a great option if you
are looking for an early season SUP trip
to blow off the cobwebs and get in some
warm weather training for the race
season. (Or at the very least chill out and
do some SUP cruising).

Te m p e ra t u re
Sicily is a great location at any time of the
year, the average monthly temperature only
dips below 18 degrees from December to
March, which means that even in the depths
of winter you never need more than a
summer wettie.

Sicily hasn’t always had the best of
reputations – the Godfather films may have
played a part in this – but the friendly
people, gentle climate and the sheer variety
of coastline to explore, puts it out front as
an easy to get to, warm and fascinating
place particularly if you are planning a week
on the board during the off season.
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SUP potential

https://goo.gl/maps/5nYSsm9gocF2

We launched from beaches varying from
fine sand to marble pebbles to black lava
stone. We mostly experienced gentle swells
during our time there, perfect for getting
paddle time fitness under our belts.
Sicily is generally known as a windsurf
destination and although there are some
good surf spots (we hopped on some nice
sets in Catania) SUP is pretty new, so expect
plenty of interest in what you are doing.
It’s not all about getting wet. No visit to Sicily
would be complete without a trip to the
interior of the island with a drive and a hike
or a cable car up Mount Etna, one of Europe’s
biggest and most active volcanos. Over the
winter months it’s also a popular ski resort so
it’s perfectly possible to snowboard (or ski)
and SUP on the same day.
your iSUP and three-piece paddle but there
are some good SUP hire opportunities right
across the island.
We were staying in a villa near Catania, high
on a hillside on the south east coast of the
island. We set out on trips to find the best
spots for hitting the water each day.

Highlights
The highlights of Sicily can only really be
appreciated by getting out and exploring
the incredible coastline of this volcanic
island. From its white sandy beaches which
look like they belong on a Pacific island to
ancient castles and ports built to deter the
many invaders of the island, there is
constantly something to check out from
your SUP.
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Words:
Simon Hutchinson
(Hutch SUP Wear)

Pics:
Richard Hutchinson,
Sandro Bedassi

Travelling by car
If you ever find that paddling by the base of an active volcano gets boring and you need a
change in scenery, then the low hassle transport option is to hire a car and travel the road,
which rings the 1,000 km coastline of the island and connects all its major towns and resorts.
From here you can pick and choose where to get on the water and explore the abundant sandy
beaches, spectacular rocky coastlines, idyllic villages perched by the sea and multiple nature
reserves. Sicilian driving can be a little hairy even by Italian standards, but once you leave the
metropolitan areas most main roads are clear, easy and very good quality.
The Sicilians love their food and there are plenty of places to refuel after a long day on the
water. From exotic seafood to Sicilian pizza, as you travel round the island you’ll see that
even on this island there is a regional food tradition depending on where you are on the
island. Most Sicilian pizza has a deep bready base, (and if you need an excuse) it is ideal for
carb loading for the next day’s expedition.
Weather, food and scenery means that Sicily comes highly recommended as a destination
for SUP and we found that one week was simply not enough to soak up all the vibes of this
fascinating island.

Three top beach locations to explore on Sicily –
San Vito Lo Capo (Riserva dello Zingaro)
A stunning SUP location, this beach is surrounded by the Zingaro Nature reserve which is
home to turtles and with the beauty of spectacular mountains as backdrop, you could think
that you were launching from an unspoilt Caribbean beach. Hire your SUP from Marcello at
SUP Center St Vito – SUPrising.

Fontane Bianche (Syracuse)
Close to the eastern city of Syracuse this 3km beach is part developed and part wild, but
importantly hires boards if you haven’t brought one yourself. It is made up of fine white
sand and the water is turquoise blue and is usually in the shortlist for the islands most
beautiful beaches.

S c a l a d e i Tu rc h i ( Re a l m o n t e )
This area is known for its brilliant white cliffs sandwiched between blue sea and blue sky and
is one of Sicily’s most famous landmarks.
As you can see we adored Sicily. Why not check it out for yourself…
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*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£699.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/
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SUP parenting
for groms

Team STAxford (Tim, Polly,
Sam and Toby Axford)
Words and pics: Tim Axford
Who we are:
Sam: (13 years old) waterman in training
Toby: (9 years old) waterman in training.
(easily recognised by his onesies and odd crocs)
Polly: Very patient mother, team captain, coach and chief organiser.
Tim: Dad, coach, board caddy, taxi driver.
What we do:
SUP, surf, bodyboard, handplane (bodysurf), wakeboard, MTB, ski and anything that is
remotely dangerous.

What we don’t do:
Ball sports.

How it started
Tim and his group of friends have been what you might call ‘early adopters’. Kiting came
first, even before inflatable kites were available, which then led to SUP for windless days.
Thirteen years ago Sam was born and it quickly became apparent that he had a love for
the sea (not that there was any encouragement on our part). As soon as he could crawl he
started heading out through the waves and had to be carried back to the beach where he
would do the same thing over and over again. 4 years later Toby was born and he too was
introduced to the sea straight away although did not take to it quite as quickly as his
older brother.
SUP for the boys really began on the west coast of France in a town called Lacanau. It was
not the beach that attracted us but rather the lake with a very shallow area right outside of
the campsite – perfect for playing in the water without too much risk of drowning. Paddle
boards and other watercraft were taken to the lake for its excellent cruising opportunities.
This was when Sam and Toby got their first taste of paddling a board. At first it was sitting
on the front of mum and dad’s but then as they got older paddling their own.

What we do day to day
Obviously school is a very important part of the boy’s lives but we try to make the most of
daylight hours all year round. Water time is always very high on the agenda of activities so
every opportunity is spent in the sea. In the depths of winter we still manage to get 30-40
minutes in the water after school every day there is surf. As evenings get longer so do our
sessions but we have to balance this with getting homework done.
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has also taken top slots in the under 10s for
the last two years. We love to come over to
the British SUP Club Champs held every
year in August/September as well.

Where we live
As watersports enthusiasts we are very
lucky to live on Jersey. It is only 9 x 5 miles
but we have a lot of coast line. We can find
shelter from almost any wind. With the only
real un-surfable direction being very strong
easterly and if this is the case then
downwinding is always an option. Strong
SW’s can produce some great clean surf in
some of the secret spots around the island
with rides up to two minutes possible on the
right day. We also have some challenging
race paddling conditions which really help
when training for competitions.

Parenting
Spending the amount of time in the water
that we do can be pretty hard work at times.
Fitting in watersports, dinner, homework,
showers, washing wetsuits and enjoying a
bit of downtime can lead to some things
being done by Polly and I after the boys
have hit the sack.

Safety
Competing

Thanks
We all would like to
thank our family for all
their support, our
brilliant friends,
sponsors and our ever
increasing SUP family
who we love catching
up with wherever we go.

Safety is obviously a massive thing when
taking part in sports where drowning is
always a risk. Over the years the level of risk
has increased exponentially and the
precautions we take to try and minimize
accidents have also had to take a step up.
The boys both attend Jersey Aquatic Rescue
Club which has really helped with their
confidence and ability to rescue themselves
when in the surf. Sam can definitely out
swim me by some margin now. In addition
to them being trained in rescue techniques I
am often in the surf with them keeping a
close eye. Over the years this has morphed
from rescue duty to team photographer.
Every step they take into bigger and higher
consequence surf brings with it new
challenges and new levels of confidence for
Polly and I to overcome as well as the boys.

Living in Jersey and competing in the UK or
France can prove an expensive exercise. By
the time you have factored in the ferry with
a vehicle and then accommodation on top it
has proved quite prohibitive in the number
of races we can attend. One of our favourite
annual events that we go to, however, is the
Bilbao World SUP Challenge in northern
Spain. It attracts some of the best racers in
the world and we really feel part of the SUP
family when we are there. The boys have
also had some great results at the race with
a few wins for Sam over the years and 3rd
under 18s in the distance leg last year. Toby

Where next
Over the years we have learned to never say
never, what was possible 6 months ago is
now completely different. We once said that
Sam would never have a carbon board – he
is now on his fifth!
Sam has lofty aspirations of making Team
GB if SUP is accepted as an Olympic sport
and to compete on the world tour one day.
Toby is also keen to take on the world tour
when he is older.
Both boys want to surf some of the scarier
waves that the world has to offer. Peahi (Jaws)
being top of the list. Obviously there is a huge
amount of practice and skills to be learnt
before that happens but never say never.
Whatever happens in the future all we hope is
that we keep having loads of fun, visiting new
places, giving the boys memories that they
will never forget and meeting likeminded
people in all the places that we visit.
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Living to log –
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As stand up paddle boarders we’re free to roam and paddle free,
across all stretches of water. SUP’s versatility is tangible; one of
the reasons it’s such a popular activity. There’s something special
about simply gliding atop buttery glass smooth brine and
breathing it all in.

the art of longboard
– SUP
surfing
As much as we love a float, whatever the
weather, you have to admit there’s
something appealing and magnetic
about the allure of waves. Even if you’ve
never been in or don’t have the
inclination to head for corduroy then
we’ll bet you’ve gazed endlessly at
images and vids of pros and everyday
rippers tearing apart idyllic surf spots.
In fact, rip and shred seems to be the
name of the game when you think of
stand up paddle surfing. And while this
is definitely part of the sport there’s also
another area. A somewhat still untapped
niche within the niche if you will.
Surfing went through a similar phase.
Through the 80s it was all about shortboard
performance and riding toothpick esque
boards in macking swells – or at least
quality surf. Unfortunately those of us who
have to work, have responsibilities and
commitments and less time than we’d like
(most of us then) simply can’t associate
with this type of riding. For one it takes
years to develop those rip and shred skills.
And you’ll need waves to do that. Heading to
your nearest stretch of surfing real estate
infrequently is never going to give you
enough time on the water to get there.

Words: SUP Mag UK and
Al Reed
Pics:

SUP Mag UK,
Freshwater Bay
Paddleboard Co, Jason
Swain and Pacey

At present performance SUP surfing is a
little similar. For sure there needs to be an
exhibition of the upper echelons, as
demonstrated by the global elite. But what
about the rest of us? The fact is most will
never be able to paddle sub-100L
boards (nor have
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the inclination to). With so much chatter
and media hype surrounding pumping
swell, contorted moves, super small/high
performance equipment and
jargon/language you can’t associate with if
on the other side of 25, stand up paddle
surfing is in danger of disappearing up its
own backside. This part of the sport, while
certainly being aspirational/inspirational
couldn’t be further from what most ‘real
world SUPing’ is actually like.
Most of us learn on something around 10ft
and resembling an upscale mal surfboard.
Many also take to the brine on inflatable
types before progressing on to hard shell
boards. In most instances riders tend to
stick with similar volume,
width and length boards, give
or take a few inches. This will
then do for flat water
paddling, recreational
sweeping and the odd foray
into small surf.
Of course there are those
that will push the envelope
but these paddlers are few
and far between. So the
question is: for those
sticking with their
10fter, is this suitable
for longboard surfing?
The answer of course
is: yes it is!

Longboard SUP surfing?
For longboarding riders doing battle with small to medium
size waves up to around shoulder high is usual. Your trusty
10ft stick will cope with this fine. Paddlers can learn how to
carve (in progressive fashion), nose ride or simply enjoy the
experience of gliding along a glassy face. All of this is what
we’re talking about when describing longboard stand up
paddle surfing.
In fairness there are a few brands who have cottoned on to
the idea. And yet, the majority of what you’ll find for this
type of wave sliding is still more of the all round board type.
We’re sure things will change moving forwards but for now if
you’re looking at a new sled for your wave shenanigans then
a careful choice needs to be made.

Tuning for waves
If a new board purchase isn’t on the cards then don’t forget
you can always tune your vehicle for increased wave riding
enjoyment. Swapping out fins is what will deliver the biggest
change– as we’ve said in previous articles paddlers don’t pay
enough attention to these (whichever style of board driven).

Paddles
We bang on about paddles all the time so we’ll give the
subject some airtime here. SUP paddles make a huge
difference. Depending on your style of wave riding and type
of SUP surfing you aspire to will have bearing on the weapon
you choose.
In any event you should be pro-active with the paddle. As
light a weight type as you can find (without sacrificing
quality) should be used. Shaft flex and blade style will also
need consideration. Some paddle surfers prefer a softer flex
whereas others appreciate the instant thrust benefits of a
stiffer stick. Blades make a lot of difference as well with some
brands manufacturing specific surf paddles. Unfortunately
it’ll take a bit of time to understand what you need. But it’ll
be time well spent so don’t avoid.

Be honest
Where you regularly ride should ultimately dictate what
style of SUP you plump for. Be honest with yourself. If your
usual lineup is a pumping hollow right hander then you’ll be
looking at something to fit this requirement.

Even if you only own a board with one skeg protruding you’re
free to change it. Size adjustment and position in its box will
give different sensations. Some you might hate while others
can be super fun. Without getting into a full on fin article we
highly recommended playing around with your set up.

There shouldn’t be any embarrassment about the type of
surfing you do and where you do it. Get your kit choice
dialled and you’ll still be having as much jolly as those
shortboard rippers out there – more so in some instances.

Longboard specific SUPs

Other points

As we’ve mentioned some brands are now manufacturing
longboard surf SUP sleds. These need to be carefully looked
at if you’re thinking about getting hold of one. While most
will appear to be on the larger side, in terms of length, this
may not transfer to on water performance – dimensions don’t
always tell you the whole story.

Due to longboards being on the larger side it’s worth making
sure you have a strong surf specific leash – especially if
you’re considering waves of significance. If you’re at a busy
break then this is as much about safety for everyone around
as it is you.

As general rules of thumb: lower volume/narrower boards will
give greater manoeuvrability on the wave face – although
this type of longboard SUP will require more juice to get
going and greater rider input. Meanwhile wider more
voluminous stand up paddle boards will give better glide and
possibly allow nose riding antics.
There are other design traits which will influence how the board
behaves. Tail shape, volume distribution, rails, and rocker line
all effect what happens when riding. Knowledge is power and
we always recommend learning as much as you can.

For nose riding your board may have deck grip (in rare
instances). More often than not, however, you’ll be required
to wax or add traction. For us RSPro’s fab HexaTraction grip is
a worthy investment. Not only does this give much needed
non-slip it looks aesthetically pleasing, keeping your board’s
graphical livery intact. You can also see from the
accompanying pics we use RSPro’s rail saver tape. Again, a
way to add protection and enhance your sled’s looks –
performance sled pimping if you will.
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Without getting into a full on fin article we
highly recommended playing around with
your set up.
1. Fin tuning for nose riding
2. Fin tuning for carving
3. Fin swap out for performance riding

3
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14x South Coast
Longboard Champion,
British Masters
Longboard Champion
2011, Freshwater Bay
Paddleboard Co team
rider and longboard
SUP surfer Al Reed
gives us some further
insights to longboard
SUP surfing.

“If longboard SUP surfing was pushed
harder you’d likely get more traditional
longboard surfers moving over to SUP. It
seems at the moment the competitive side
is all about shortboards. It makes the surf
SUP side of things a bit too niche, and
unfathomable for most riders. As with
surfing there should be separate divisions
for short and longboard SUP contests. It’s a
different medium of expression and should
be judged accordingly. Judges look for tight,
critical turns, explosive manoeuvres and
aerials. You can do those moves on a
longboard but it’s more drawn out, therefore
competition favours short SUPs.

“With the right skills you can apply
longboard SUP surfing to pretty much any
wave. A long reeling point break is preferable
though. Shoulder height is perfect as it gives
enough space to draw out your manoeuvres.
That said, I can’t resist taking my 9’11 out in
double overhead reef breaks!
“On a longboard you draw a different line to a
shortboard; carving a smooth line rather than
tight shredding turns. It’s about economy of
movement, making fewer more subtle turns
that complement the wave. The wave dictates
the manoeuvre rather than just sending it.
“Traditional longboards are over 9ft, and the
same applies to SUP. For surfing you want as
narrow as your ability allows. That will
increase speed on a wave, but you also need
to balance that with stability on flat water. A
bit of width makes for a more comfortable
overall ride.

“Longboarding is arguably more stylish,
with a different set of moves such as crossstepping, nose riding, kick-stall to hang ten
and helicopters. Although I can nose ride
my pre-production 8’1 quad SUP you
wouldn’t traditionally do those moves on a
short SUP.

“For nose riding you want the fin as far back
as possible. I tend to put it right at the back
of the fin box. For carving steeper waves you
want it further forward to enable looser turns.

“Longboard SUPing is about footwork.
Practice moving around to see how the
change in weight distribution affects it. For
people that are new to SUP but want to give
SUP surfing a go, spend time on flat water
first and get familiar with the board. It all
takes practice but by spending as much time
afloat as possible you’ll progress steadily.”

“The most obvious difference is having a
paddle, which you can use to your
advantage. It’s a brilliant tool to embellish
your surfing, whether leaning hard into a
wave and using the paddle as support, or
pivoting on it to pull off tighter turns. You
can also use it propel yourself back into the
curl if the wave runs ahead of you.

Big thanks to Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co.
Al Reed and RSPro for all their help with this article.
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Magnificent Seven
Words: Ian Cormack
Photos: Dave Robson

weather ‘loched’ in Scotland

The Magnificent Seven idea was
decided over a year ago. Simply
the plan was to paddle Scotland’s
seven longest freshwater lochs in
seven days. I thought choosing
August would be a safe bet on the
weather front but ultimately it
became the most challenging
aspect of the week

Arriving at the head of Loch Lomond
with film maker Dave Robson we met up
with Dean Dunbar (Blind and Dangerous)
and Allistar Swinsco. Alison Rennie was
to drive one of the support vehicles and
attend to PR and media responsibilities
along the way. The others had already
pitched tents and then wisely sought
refuge in the bar. Our camping
equipment was wet from this moment on
until day seven!.
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Day one
Loch Lomond. 24 miles
5 hours 27 mins
Setting off from Ardlui in the north with a
short lived tail breeze all was good until the
wider part of the Loch at Tarbert where we
were buffeted by substantial crosswinds
and torrential rain. Following the western
shore route, looking for shelter, the valleys
to the left exposed us to further crosswinds
that constantly swung our stand up paddle
boards downwind, 90 degrees the wrong
way. The wind at the southern end was the
strongest yet and no amount of left hand
paddling could stop us getting blown to the
east, a mile short of Balloch. We eventually
made the exit point after six hours paddling,
returning to the site and a wet night under
canvas.
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try and find a sheltered passage to the
south. Shiel promised to be one of the more
scenic lochs but everywhere was shrouded
in very low cloud base. Those massive peaks
just weren’t visible. Thankfully the wind
dropped (the rain remaining constant,
however) and we covered the last few miles
to the Glenfinnan monument in glassy
conditions. Our efforts necessitated a trip to
the ‘eat as much as you could BBQ at the
local pub before heading to Fort Augustus at
Southern Ness and yet another rainy night
under canvass!

Day two
Loch Awe 26 miles
5 hours 54 mins
Starting early we drove 2 hours to the
southern end at Torran Bay to try and make
use of a slight tail breeze. We made good
time for a while until about 4 miles in when
we were once again forced to take the
tourist route, rock hopping along the west
side in and out of each bay, which added a
mile to our eventual distance. At
Portsanachon Hotel we took a break as the
receptionist follows Dean on twitter and had
heard of the challenge. She generously
provided temporary shelter and sandwiches
plus a boat and driver to allow Dave to film
from the water. True to form the branch off
the loch at the northern end gave us a stiff
balancing challenge in the gales. We
weathered the storm and arrived at
Kilmurchin Castle. All we had to do now was
drive three hours to Loch Shiel and spend
another wet night in a tent.

Day four
Loch Ness 24 miles
4 hours 55 mins
For once the wind direction seemed to be
adhering to forecasts! We set off at the
southern end of Ness and had the luxury of
straight lining down the centre of the loch,
benefitting from the increasing wind as we
got further along. By mid loch the wind was
gusting behind us about 30mph and some
pretty impressive waves were pushing us
along nicely. Paddling became more
mentally challenging than physical. It’s fair
to say four hours of constant downwinding
bought all our skills on! The true strength of
the wind hit us hard on reaching the loch end
as we had to backtrack to the exit point about
200 metres, which took about 15 minutes!
With no time to spare we headed north to
Lairg for Loch Shin. We also decided to rent a
caravan for the night and dry some kit.

Day three
Loch Shiel 17.5 miles
4 hours 53 mins
After surviving the night in midgie utopia
we had a short hop to western Shiel on a
very wet and grey morning. The first few
miles we slogged into a headwind before
hitting the narrows to recover and set up for
the next stage. Approaching the bend in the
loch we could already see white horses and
we knew the next leg was going to be a test!
We had no option in a 15 mph wind but to
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the weather was in for a few days, we
packed up and drove south to the remotest
Loch of the seven.

Day six
Loch Ericht 16 miles
3 hours 48 mins

Information
See the movie at:
www.youtube.com/watch
?v=pgQh_iiCmIE

Total paddling:
122.5 miles
Total paddling time:
29 hours 47 minutes

Gaining permission from the local estate
owner we positioned camp in the wilderness
at the southern end of Ericht. Greeted with
(almost) a sunny morning we set off onto
Ericht with a favourable wind direction.
Ericht definitely won the prize for most
isolated. With no road access on either side
we saw nothing but a bothy, a private estate
and a few deer. Our downwind skills were
bought into practice again with a funnelled
tailwind resulting in larger waves the further
east we got, hitting land in the shadow of
the Dalwhinnie Distillery. Finishing one of
the smaller lochs relatively early we had
time to head to Dean’s gaff where Rhona
took care of our nutritional needs.

Day five
Loch Shin 18 miles
Abandoned after 5.1
miles which took two
hours!

Day seven
Lo c h Ta y 1 6 m i l e s
3 hours 17 mins

Woken by howling winds we knew this one
was going to be our biggest test. Finding an
access point we worked out we would have
to slog to the other side, about a mile
kneeling, to try and make use of a strip of
thin calm water on the far shoreline. About
an hour into the paddle we would be
switching from 40mph crosswinds to 40
mph cross/headwinds – he who dares!
Skirting the far shore, constantly paddling
on the right, we watched white horses
rolling around the bend ahead of us. It was
obvious we were going nowhere fast and
reluctantly called in the safety vehicles,
moving them to where we believed we
would get washed up. We turned downwind
and were left to the mercy of the wind and
waves for a mile until we hit the other side.
Disappointed, and having no options given
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A 90 minute drive saw us at western Loch
Tay. The sun was out and there was little
wind. Not influenced by the weather for a
change we got our heads down and just
paddled. At the end we were met by Rhona,
Alison and Dave who had also taken the
chance to get their boards out whilst my
parents raised the flag at the finish line.
The Magnificent Seven had proven to be as
big a challenge as we expected although the
mileage alone wasn’t the sole issue. Living
on the road, driving between lochs and
predominantly wild camping all contributed
and although still disappointed by our
failure to complete Loch Shin on the whole
it was a great success.
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Words and pics: Cal Major

Mario Stecher is
no stranger to
stand up paddling
on rivers and
threading his way
through large
volumes of
whitewater on a
SUP. During a
recent Brazilian
holiday he got the
unexpected
opportunity to
complete a first
decent of the De
Contas River. A
challenging and
virgin route this is
Mario’s story.

A SUP whitewater adventure on
the De Contas River
Words: Mario Stecher
Pics: Itacaré/Brazil
Great ideas tend to emerge when we rest. It most certainly was the case for this
adventure on the De Contas River in Brazil.
Bahia, known for being the centre of cocoa trade until the late 90s, has a lot more to
offer than plantations and rainforests. Thanks to the steady weather and constantly
good surfing conditions, the region around the little fishing village Itacaré is very
popular. It’s also what made me pick the area as a destination for our SUP/surf family
vacation this past year. After two weeks of surfing non-stop, my body was longing for
a break so I took a couple of days ‘off’ to regenerate.
But when I heard there was a local rafting company managed by Germans, I, not
speaking a word of Spanish or Portuguese, decided I had rested enough. I
immediately contacted the manager Otto Hassler on WhatsApp and told him I was
interested in a SUP trip on the De Contas River. Naturally I didn’t want to leave
anything to chance and organised a photographer, shuttle and safety guide to save
me with a throw-bag if needed. I also rented a life jacket, a helmet, a paddle and a
rather old touring iSUP with Otto’s help.
Knowing that Otto founded the rafting company in 1994 and that river SUP is not a
very common sport in Brazil, I knew I could trust him when he claimed nobody had
ever gone down the De Contas River by stand up paddle board. I actually felt
honoured to be the first one trying myself on the challenging (approx.) 2km long
section of the De Contas River.
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Brazilian dream
Left: the crew from left, Vei, Vicky, Mario and Leque
Below: my driver Vicky with her VW van Tateia
́
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The adventure started at dawn
to bypass this section as I neither had my
standard equipment nor did I know the river
and its pitfalls and had never seen such a
difficult section on any of my previous river
trips. I don’t regret my decision and am
actually proud of myself for not having taken
the risk!

The shuttle picked me up at the entrance of our
hotel right on time. Vicky, a jolly woman in her
40s, excitedly greeted me at the reception with
a big smile. She seemed to be even more
excited than I was. Her VW minivan was named
Tetéia and stood ready to take me to the Ativa
Rafting Base Camp in Taboquinhas, a village
located 18 km west of Itacaré.

After a short, but way easier section, I had
gotten used to the SUP and had more faith in
me and my rented board. I was ready for
‘Corredor Polones’, the second challenging
section and a class 3.5 on the International
Scale of River Difficulty. A drop of 1.6 metres
was followed by a 50m long section of savage
and untamed whitewater. Difficult but not
impossible! My first attempt at the ‘Indian
Stance’ failed. I tried again which worked out
a lot better and I managed to paddle the
section the third time around.

After our arrival at base camp I was introduced
to the crew that was going to accompany me on
my adventure. Unfortunately my safety guide
Leque only spoke Portuguese. Assisted by my
driver Vicky and her language skills we agreed
on hand signs to avoid misunderstandings. The
crew and I discussed the plan and clarified all
questions. My nervousness was rising slowly
but surely
We carried my board and a kayak through the
heat of the jungle to the river and I couldn’t
wait to jump into its refreshing water. Instead,
I jumped into bathtub warm liquid that was
far from refreshing and very much unlike
German rivers and their water temperatures.
The first few metres on the SUP were rather
frustrating. It was old and unstable and I
seriously doubted being able to even go down
a class 2 section on it. But I told myself, “Just
do it! You’re not gonna get another chance
like this any time soon!”

I was impressed by the river’s volume of
water. Being used to the Alps’ mountain
streams that don’t carry that much water, I
felt like a ‘rivlet paddler’. According to Otto
Hassler, the water level was even lower than
usual and he wasn't sure whether it would be
enough to paddle. I can’t possibly imagine
the dangers and difficulties of paddling the
De Contas River when the water level is
higher!

The first tricky section, called ‘Funil’, was a
class 4 whitewater passage with one half of
the river flowing right onto a vertical wall and
forming an impressive hole – the sight of
which I immediately questioned the entire
endeavour. The other half of the river was not
easily passable either. It had a rock ridge
sloping diagonally towards the hole. I decided

Past the ‘Indian Stance’, the river runs
through a ravine that was easily passable. I
took a short break on the ‘Pedro de Pulo’ cliff
at its end and jumped off it before continuing
my adventure. From the ravine, the river is an
easy paddle until the ‘Surpresa’ section where
the water drops about one metre, forming a
bit of torrential water and a few nice waves.
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“Just do it! You’re
not gonna get
another chance
like this any time
soon!”

I paddled past some locals who were washing
their clothes in the river and their kids who
played in a shallow, calm section and
eventually reached the last tricky section of
the De Contas. The ‘Pé da Pancada’ section is
a head high drop with all the water gushing
through a mere three metre wide strait. The
river’s power seemed to amass right there and
hit the calm waters down below with full
force. The violence of the water demanded
respect and I took a moment to get things
straight in my mind. My first attempt was a
fail as I dropped, dipped the nose into the
water and fell. However, I was no longer
scared and took the plunge without plunging.
My second and third attempts were
successful.
A triumphant feeling rushed through my
body! I had done it! I was the first stand up
paddler to try his luck on the De Contas
River and had managed to navigate some
challenging sections. I was thankful I hadn’t
been injured and happy when I was
welcomed by my two kids and wife back at
the hotel. Our SUP holiday with its
unexpected adventure was coming to an end
and it was time to go home.

Tour info:
River:
De Contas River; length of the section that
can be paddled: approx. 2km.

Contact:
Ativa Rafting Adventures.

Management:
Otto Hassler, Base Camp: Costa do Cacau,
State: Bahia, City/Village: Taboquinhas.

E-mail:
Itacare@ativarafting.com.br, Website:
www.ativarafting.com.br

By plane:
Catch an international flight from a
European city to Salvador/Brazil via Madrid,
then hop on a domestic flight from Salvador
to get to Itacaré (boards of up to 2.5 m
length are usually allowed).

SUP rental:
Itacaré Soul SUP Center; …or directly
through Ativa Rafting Adventures.

https://goo.gl/maps/Z9ExdTDJ4822

Dave White Photography
covers many genres such as sports, clothing, scenic, wedding, portrait and
products with a specialism in watersports, covering all aspects including:
SUP, windsurf, kitesurf, kayaking and power boating that immediately
involves the viewer by communicating the action effectively.

D A V E W H I T E
P H O T O G R A P H Y

“We have had the good fortune to have Dave capturing the action at our
Kitesurfing and SUP Armada events for a number of years. He has done an
absolutely amazing job every time – always at the right point where the action
is, even if that means being waste deep in water or hanging off the end of a
boat – he make sure he gets amazing shots that truly capture the events we
run. There are also always a number of quirky original shots from every event
– something spontaneous that Dave seems to be able to capture, or
something creative that we would never have put on the shot list. He is also a
top bloke, which makes working with him a total pleasure.”
Dan Charlish – Founder, Armada Events
http://www.davewhite.photography

Our brand new SUP range
Everything premium except the price

#suptoyou

INFLATABLE SUP: RIBER 330
LENGTH: 11’ Designed with more
WIDTH: 80cm length and depth - making
HEIGHT: 15cm it stiff, stable and perfect for
WEIGHT: 11.2kg riders chasing maximum speed.
CAPACITY: 120kg

- PUMP & PADDLE INCLUDED - THREE LAYER REINFORCED PVC - TRI-FIN CLUSTER - DESIGNED IN THE UK -

£495

INFLATABLE SUP: RIBER 290
Perfect for entry level LENGTH: 9’ 6”
riders and those slightly WIDTH: 75cm
more advanced who’re looking HEIGHT: 10cm
for stability and performance. WEIGHT: 8.5kg
CAPACITY: 95kg

£395

AVAILABLE TODAY
www.canoeandkayakdirect.com

+44 (0) 1246 866 800

Neil Craig
a brief
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history of my surfing life
Words: Neil Craig
Pics: Neil Craig, Loco SUP
Contrasting to Alex Murray’s Fijian journey (see elsewhere in the mag)
North Sea based rider Neil Craig was picked to represent Scotland after
slaying it during both qualifying events. Unfortunately due to various
circumstances Neil was unable to travel to the ISA Worlds – gutted he
most certainly was! As a ‘real world’ paddler (like many of us are), with
responsibilities, commitments and family, we thought we should get a bit
more background and hear his story.

In 2002 I started surfing after purchasing a board and getting stuck in to my local beach,
Spittal, which was within walking distance of my house at the time. A 7'6 minimal
shaped by Sam du Feu in Wales got me up and riding waves! Without any lessons or
instruction it took a while to get the hang of it. My main coaching was watching surf
videos and analysing what the pros were doing. I then invested in a long and shortboard
to help with my progression. The longboard was perfect for smaller days and enabled me
more time on the water. My friends and I surfed the east coast from South
Northumberland to East Lothian on a regular basis. We also scored plenty trips up north
to Thurso – especially in the summer when the east coast goes flat.
We had some epic trips including one to Machrihanish where after scrambling to camp in
the middle of the dunes we drank too many beers and realised we had left the tent poles
at home! After a long night sleeping rough we awoke to shocking 2ft onshore slop! It’s
funny thinking about it now but it wasn’t at the time…
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Epic trip
During 2006 we planned an epic trip for New
Year. We drove to Portsmouth and boarded
the Pride of Bilbao to Spain. A week was
spent staying near Biarritz, surfing all over
from San Sebastian to Hossegor. After a
week we picked up some friends at the
airport who joined us to go skiing in the
Pyrenees. Following that we spent the
remainder of the trip at Mundaka surfing
epic river mouth peelers before catching the
boat back to England.
Having seen Laird Hamilton surfing a SUP
for the first time I was intrigued and liked
the look of it. During a two month surf trip
in 2008 I finally got my first shot on a rental
at Tea-tree in Noosa, Australia. I remember
it was a nine foot something BIC and

incredibly hard to balance on! That same
trip included a week at Bob's Surf Camp, GLand, Indonesia, surfing the biggest most
epic waves of my life. It culminated in a
triple overhead pounding where I was
bounced down the main reef! Later that day
we took a ride to Chickens where it was a
more manageable double overhead.

few waves which felt impossible. A few
sessions later I was moving up and down
the board and loving it. Once the point
turned on my board was perfect. I was
catching waves super early and riding them
longer than I had ever done before –
mission success!

Loco SUP
Paddle power
During 2011 the sand at my local beach
shifted exponentially forming a left hand
point far out on the river mouth. Having
tried to surf it prone on my longboard I
found it very hard to stay on the peak due to
the currents. Seeing a local kayaker take it
on I decided paddle power was the best way
to ride it. Straight away I purchased an 11'
Circle One SUP from St.Vedas Surf shop in
Coldingham. I surfed it on beach waves a
few times before the point came alive again.
My new SUP had a large single fin in the
centre and two smaller side bites. I
remember trying to the turn it on my first
75
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Keen to get even more time on the water I
decided to start windsurfing in 2012. This is
when I met Joe Thwaties from Loco SUP. Joe
helped me get windsurf kit together and we
met up for some lessons. After getting on
well, and Joe reviewing some of my Youtube
videos and social media pics, he asked me
to join the Loco team. As part of the Loco
team I sold my 11' and now have a 14'
touring board and an 8'4 surf SUP that I use
on the same stretch of coast as before.
Shortly after I decided to enter
competitions run by the boys at Coast to
Coast in Belhaven. My first surf comp was
their longboard / SUP & junior comp. The

touring board for the race (I did have the
option of a thinner carbon model but
decided stability was more important). The
race went really well. I led from start to
finish and really enjoyed It (although I did
have a fairly big advantage over the racers
who were on inflatable boards). This again
gave me the Scotland slot for the ISA worlds
in Fiji.
To have the opportunity to represent
Scotland in the sport I love in Fiji (no less)
was awesome! Without making excuses,
however, I decided not to go mainly due to
work responsibilities as a business owner.
Hopefully I can requalify next year and
maybe go to Denmark, although I noticed at
both events some younger, hungry looking
SUPers will be vying to take my place.
I put my success in both events mainly
down to fitness. I train Crossfit five
mornings per week, follow a strength
programme two-three times per week as
well as surf and do all the other sports
mentioned above. This combined with a
decent diet (80% of the time) has put me in
a good place.

SUP section was well turned out and started
off with very bumpy surf in the chest to
head high region. I managed to cruise
through the heats with a second place
finish. The surf then cleaned up and the
semi's and final were held in very good
waves. I managed to nail second with mere
points between the top three! Being the
highest placed Scotsman gave me the
number one spot for the ISA slot in Fiji!

With my job I'm out and about on
construction sites half the time. I usually
have my kit ready to go for quick 'survey'
missions though! One of the things I love
about SUP is it allows me to get out the
back, catch waves fast and get back in to
work before I'm missed. The same quick
mission on a surfboard would result in half
the wave count and a few tickings off.

Technical SUP race
I returned later in May for the Dunbar
Sprints Day, which included a technical SUP
race. I was really looking forward to this. Joe
met me on the day and handed over a 12'6
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W

Quiver partners
Redwood Paddle Phenix 9ft x 31,5” x 144L and
Source LTD 8.5ft x 31” x 116L”
Prices:
Source LTD range from €699
Phenix LTD range from €749

Info:
http://redwoodpaddle.com/
gb/10-source
http://redwoodpaddle.com/
gb/24-phenix/

As more paddlers become involved in stand up paddle surfing and
develop their skills one board no longer fits the bill. Should you want to
maximise your time in wave environments, across most UK conditions,
then an arsenal of tools is where it’s at. Quivers give versatility to SUP surf
sessions, allow different breaks to be accessed and give riders the ability
to switch styles as their mood dictates. Redwood Paddle’s Phenix 9ft and
Source LTD 8.5ft are the perfect complimentary pair – SUPM test team
member Stephane Lefevre takes a closer look.

Phenix 9ft
important fundamentals while more
advanced riders, wanting to milk the most
of slacker surf days or develop their hang
fives/tens, will find favour with the Phenix
9ft. And let’s not forget its ability to carve
mellow roundhouses for good measure.

RWP manufacture gorgeous looking
boards, their wood effect aesthetic and
tinted resin finish are just high class
and lends the Phenix an air of ‘custom’
look. Lifting the Phenix you feel its
quality oozing from the construction –
plus the price will give you a mile wide
smile!

As an added bonus RWP’s Phenix 9ft has
enough volume and stability for cruising
about on the flat with the family
or mates. If one board is what
you need then the Phenix
will fit the bill but as part
of a quiver it really
serves those relaxed
surf sessions well.

An all round SUP with a longboard wave
pedigree RWP’s Phenix 9ft is wide and
stable but nonetheless light (both to ride
and carry) as well as being responsive in the
water. With a width of 32" it’s stable to
paddle out to the peak but surprisingly
doesn’t feel cumbersome when up and
riding surf. Even with the almost the same
quoted width as the Source LTD it’s a very
different beast to pilot.
The Phenix’s shape owes much to longboard
on the nose stylin’ but is slightly wider than
full on performance orientated machines.
There’s not a huge amount of nose rocker so
you have to step back to the tail on take off.
Having made the drop riders also need to
keep weight rearward otherwise the Phenix
can pearl when slingshotting out of the
wave’s trough. That said, with correct trim it
turns very smoothly, in progressive fashion,
during both top and bottom carves. It’ll also
catch every wave you paddle for –
something your mates will be 100%
envious of.
Thanks to its fairly wide boxy tail and
rounded nose RWP’s Phenix gets riders back
out to the take off and over white water
efficiently. Anxious or first time wave riders
will find it a good tutor for learning all those
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W
Source LTD
This board is a wave ridding machine that
will put a smile on your face. From the first
moment riders drop in the Source’s thin
rails give it a super responsive feeling and
manoeuvres, such as tight pocket turns, are
rewarding and fulfilling. Whether waves are
small or big RWP’s Source 8.5ft will handle
everything you throw it at – slash in the
small stuff or a thoroughbred charger when
swells ramp up. If you ride a smaller surf
SUP already then you could use the Source
LTD as a step up stick for bigger waves.

RWP’s Source LTD wood and tinted resin
look simply stunning. We know it’s a
head turner as everyone on the beach
made comments during testing – this
must be a good sign? As with RWP’s
Phenix build quality will make you
think you’ve purchased a custom sled,
even though it isn’t. Chris Defiance,
Redwood’s head shaper/designer,
should definitely get a massive pat on
the back for his aesthetics.
The Source LTD 8.5ft is a wave board and
that’s that – don't expect a cruise along
SUP as you’ll be disappointed. Paddling
from the beach it tracks okay but riders
need to keep the cadence up if they’re to
stay dry. At 31” wide and 8.5ft long you
would expect a fair amount of stability but
the Source LTD requires some getting used
to. As SUPM has said in the past
dimensions only tell part of the story.
What’s more important is the hull shape
and overall contours.

Being loose does mean paddlers will need
to tune the Source correctly with fins,
which is easy enough as it has five boxes.
Go quad for bigger surf, and a gripper feel,
or thruster for more drive off the bottom.
Personally I like it as a quad and found
smaller days with this set up suited my
style better.

Thin rails and a moderately pulled in nose
means medium weight SUPers may take a
while to get used to the Source’s
characteristics – especially on days with
loads of water movement or too much wind
in the mix. Don't be put off by this, however,
it's no way unstable. It’s perfectly
acceptable for a board this size, and style,
to challenge paddlers – especially if you’re
progressing and stepping down from a
bigger stand up paddle surf
board. And with waves in
mind what you lose in
stability is more
than made up with
manoeuvrability.
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A Pro version in carbon is also available but
since the LTD was very light and well-built
we don't see the point in spending the extra
money unless you are very serious and
looking at competing. The Source comes in
different sizes to suit all weights but it’s the
8.5ft that’s RWP’s best seller – and it’s not
hard to see why. A cracking little board for
surf breaks of all descriptions.

Conclusion
As the perfect pair RWP’s Phenix 9ft
and Source LTD 8.5ft are hard to beat.
Suiting all types of paddle surfing
aficionados, from the aspiring ripper
to the seasoned pro, both SUPs are
poised to take you where the surfing
bug seems to be headed. For small
waves or a mellower, more traditional
longboard wave riding experience,
grab the Phenix. And when surf ramps
up, and/or you fancy a bit of slashing
and ripping it’s time to bust out the
Source LTD. Well made, looking
almost custom-esque to the naked
eye, both SUPs are well priced
without falling into the budget
category. So for riders after a quiver
Redwood’s Phenix 9ft and Source LTD
8.5ft could very well be your sleds of
choice

Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want your
product reviewed and think it will be of
interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk

b o a r d s

SUPM's test team is... Stephane Lefevre, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks

Release the spray! –
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co
Surf 8.1ft x 27” x 119L
Not quite a full production board (yet), Freshwater Bay
Paddleboard Co handed us their new surf sled to test for
this issue of SUP Mag UK. Coming in white brushed carbon
finish, with quality deckpad, five fin boxes – for quad,
thruster or twin fin configurations – blunt nose and double
diamond tail, it’s certainly an interesting parallel rail
concept design.

Price:

s h e d : h a r d

TBC

k i t

said, the FWBPC 8.1ft is fairly swift in a
straight line and getting out back is
therefore a doddle. With any chop or
current in the mix riders will need to be
standing in an offset stance but it’s
not a mission to stay dry. One of our
testers commented how it’s easier to
paddle than first thought.

Info:
https://freshwaterbay
paddleboards.co.uk/

Picking up even small swells with
ease, the 8.1ft reacts to proactive
riding and generates a decent level of
grunt off the bottom, slingshotting
surfers back up to the lip without
loss of momentum. In quad mode
there’s enhanced grip but it was
as a thruster fin configuration
that gave us that much-needed
drive to whack a full throttle top
turn in.

There are plenty of average weight
paddlers (80kg ish) and heavy
weights who can throw spray as
much as smaller boned
individuals, needing a little more
foam under them to actually
paddle out – toothpick size surf
SUPs aren’t applicable. Charlie
Cripwell and team address this
very point with their 8.1ft surf
SUP. Reducing the width but
keeping a moderate amount of
volume, it’s a pretty stable ride
without sacrificing
manoeuvrability – opening the
door for bigger-boned individuals
to shred.

Worth keeping in mind is the
more arcing nature of the
8.1ft’s turns. While certainly
being a fulfilling stick to pilot,
it definitely prefers flatter
carves and being ridden from
the tail. It’s possible to get a
little vert with your hits but
tail squirt redirects are where
the 8.1ft really shines, turning
all who tried it into surf SUP
rock stars. We also found the tail
releases well in onshore
conditions, bringing paddlers ever
closer to those hallowed aerial punts.

Paddling an 8ft board is never going to yield the
same glide results as something longer. That

CONCLUSION
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co’s
8.1ft just goes to show that you can
achieve new school surf
performance without shrinking ALL
dimensions down to niche numbers.
This opens the door for a whole
sector of intermediate/advanced
paddlers who previously would
struggle with toothpick sized sleds.
Keeping some volume under rider’s
feet, but reducing the width, ensures
the 8.1ft is whippy and agile around
the break without compromising
stability. A good board for sliding
and tail release moves (aerials), the
8.1ft is a rewarding SUP to paddle in
small to medium waves, even
favouring a hint of onshore winds.
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Enter Fanatic’s Stubby 8.8ft LTD
perfectly demonstrating the above.
Having tested 2016’s 8.6ft we
couldn’t wait to hop on this baby.
Fanatic’s LTD construction is
high end and the board’s
weight (8.45kg) makes it easy
on the arms carrying back
and forth. Coming with three
top drawer honeycomb
Futures fins (and the option
of adding more with its five
fin boxes), a ‘knuckles in’
carry handle the 8.8ft
pleasure to wiled about the
beach.

Price:
£1599

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/
stubby-ltd/

CONCLUSION
You can tell from the above how much
fun we had on the Stubby 8.8ft. It’s a
real plug ‘n’ play surf SUP suitable for
varied weights and styles.
Heavyweights can unlock the secrets
of parallel rail board riding, midweights will find the Stubby a ‘go-to’
sled for the majority of conditions
whereas lightweights will love its
manoeuvrability. If you want a
performance SUP, but don’t want to go
down the ProWave route, then this is
your baby (out and out beginners
would do better with the AllWave
range). Fanatic’s finish and attention
to detail is right up there – the only
minor point we’d add is the 8.8ft can
pick up knocks and dings pretty
easily so be careful with it. It was a
shame we had to give it back though…
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For an 8.8ft the Stubby is
extremely throw about. Advanced
riders will no doubt hack, slash,
punt and bash lips with the best
of them – there’s no doubting
the 8.8ft’s performance
characteristics. In contrast,
however, intermediate (or
lighter) paddlers will find the
Stubby a great tutor for
learning the art of rail to rail
surfing.
Three fins poking from the
tail deliver accelerated drive
off the bottom, through
turns and provide enough
grip in steeper sections.
Riders wanting further
performance in hollow swells
should switch to quads for a
more direct feel – although in
most cases there’s really no need to
change from thrusters.

b o a r d s

Fanatic’s Stubby is
extremely stable for a sub9ft SUP. And yet, without
being uber short glide is
exceptional. That duck’s bill
nose shouldn’t allow for
efficient tracking but it refuses to
come off line – great for newbie paddle

The Stubby’s glide comes into play
once again as it picks off waves
early, dropping in smoothly and
ramping up to speed quickly. At
first we thought its light weight
may require a more proactive
approach, but not so. In the
blink of an eye riders will be in
the trough, ready for setting a
rail or shooting off down the
line.

s h e d : h a r d

While we totally get parallel rail concept surf SUP boards
allow riders to drop a size or two, and therefore milk the
benefits of more manoeuvrability, the fact is: you still need
skill to pilot them. Having got past initial ‘wows’ of
delivering stubby SUPs brands are now recognising ‘real
world paddlers’, or progressing intermediates, need
something more user friendly.

surfers. It’s effortless sweeping to the peak,
ample rocker climbing white water easily,
all the time the Stubby’s extra inches of
width helping avoid unceremonious
dunkings.

kg ie t a r

Butter smooth –
Fanatic Stubby LTD 8.8ft x 30” x 130L

its length aids stability and high intermediate
plus paddlers will find it no trouble – secondary
stability is good. Hopping aboard the Amakua
sits relatively low in the water, even with 160L
volume. It tracks great but riders will need to put
the hammer down to increase lift and influence
glide. That said it delivers paddlers to the peak
without too much faff.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

Beast mode –
Hypr Nalu Amakua 9.9ft x 27.5” x 160L
Shaped by the legendary Ian Foo from Kona, Hawaii, Hypr Nalu
boards are new to UK shores. Judging by comments we received
during testing they’re extremely eye catching and deliver an
aesthetic lines that are fresh and bright. The hull’s pronounced
(patented) double concave contours and swallow tail only
adds to the intrigue.

Price:
£1500

Info:
http://hyprnalu.co.uk/
amakua.html

Picking up waves requires more critical
positioning than the board’s length would
have you believe. It likes some oomph
and more vertical walls will reward. As
you drop in the board’s lightweight
nature comes to the fore. Feeling
MUCH smaller when up to full power
the Amakua loves to be chucked
about, hacked, slashed and generally
ridden in a high energy state. Back
off the gas and the Amakua backs off
also – this isn’t a sled for simply
cruising your local.

Hypr’s Amakua 9.9ft is a performance
orientated longboard shape that
sports a thin rail profile, five fin box
options (for a variety of configurations
– thruster, quad, twin and single) and
tribal influenced graphics.
Straight off the bat the Amakua is
lightweight (8kg for a 9.9ft is
impressive!) with a carefully
positioned carry handle ideal for
carting to and from the put in.
The board’s deckpad, while
comfy and grippy, does spoil
the board’s aesthetic
somewhat but it’s possible to
purchase still in naked form
and add traction as you see
fit. In particular we
recommend a kick block at
the tail to aid full power
moves on the water. Ian
himself admits many
paddlers prefer to add their
own retrospectively but the
option is there if you should
require the board with.

We tested as both a thruster and quad
fin and found there wasn’t really much
in it (depending on fin sizes you
choose). The supplied skegs, while
fine, aren’t the highest quality, as
such we opted for our own – a minor
point but worth considering. Again,
Ian says most riders implement
their own exotics anyway.
You can ride the Amakua 9.9ft off
the tail or a tad further forwards –
it’s a shape that works well in either
stance. A tricky beast to nose ride,
for us, it favours a carving inspired
driver. Smaller boned paddlers may
have more success with toes over
action, however. Bouncing lips at full
power, on the other hand, was extremely
fulfilling. And, whether us or the board, the
Amakua helped up our backhand attack no end.

At 27.5” the Amakua may feel wobbly to
the less experienced but actually we found

CONCLUSION
Hypr Nalu’s Amakua 9.9ft takes a
fresh look at performance longboard
SUP surfing – something unique for
the UK SUP market. While a few
brands already manufacture similar
sleds this is probably the most high
performance type we’ve tried.
Experienced paddlers can ride the
Amakua like a smaller performance
surf sled yet retain the benefits of a
longer board – tracking and
enhanced glide for instance. Loving
a vertical wall, as opposed to mush
burger slop, pro-active surfers will
enjoy slashing and cracking lips
with this machine. Step on board,
pedal to the mettle and you’ll be
ripping it with the best of ‘em.
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NEPTUNE

Neptune’s usual bamboo deck livery
shines through with carbon wrapped
rails and thruster fins completing the
look. There’s the option of
upgrading skegs to higher
performance honeycomb types
(for £100 extra) and we’d
recommend this option for sure.
Better fins equals better
performance in our book. (The
Pro version usually comes
with these as standard).

Price:
£649

Info:
www.neptunesups.
com/bamboo-veneerwindsup-p/es.htm

As with all windSUP models
carrying connected sail and
board, in the absence of
footstraps to hold, can be
tricky. Best method is to hold
boom as normal and then
grab the carry handle whilst
upside down. This works fine
but we wouldn’t recommend it

Neptune provide a tool for multidisciplinarians out there with the
windSUP Mach #2. Attach rig and with
a few gusts you’ll be happily puffing
up and down. Feel like chucking a bit
of sail dancing in? No worries, fill ya
boots. The windSUP’s stability is good
enough to forgive clumsy footwork in
this arena. Ditch the sail and switch to
paddle mode and you have a nifty sled
for wave sliding or recreational
cruising – in short, a tool for multiweather scenarios. And an affordable
one at that!

https://youtu.be/UolAF-_dLzc
83
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The Neptune tracks upwind
efficiently in thruster mode –
side bites helping this along.
Stability is such that whirls and
twirls about the deck are
moisture free with no unnecessary
dunkings. If the breeze picks up
then hook in for a razz back and
forth before heading back to the
beach for a breather.
In paddle mode Neptune’s
windSUP offers an all round
platform for generalist
sweeping. Paddle surfing is
doable – something the whole
team checked out. Carving
ability is pretty good and long
glides will be achieved.
Alternatively head off grid for
a spot of discovery SUP –
there’s ample room onboard for
touring essentials.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION

Although you can take any windSUP out in
proper blowy conditions the beauty of a board
like this is being able to get afloat in light airs
with the added versatile of being paddleable.
With winds sub-10 knots you’ll be
primed for a spot of coastal
cruising, light wind freestyle (as
shown in the accompanying vid)
or even dropping into a few small
waves for sail surf action.

s h e d : h a r d

Neptune’s Mach 2 windSUP is primed to take riders from flat water
paddling bliss, to small waves and onwards into light to
moderately blowy conditions. Featuring an integrated mast track,
as opposed to rig attachment, having the option to slide your sail
forwards and back gives the board versatility when in wind mode.

over long distance. Once at the put in it’s super
easy to step aboard and sail away.

kg ie t a r

Blow SUP –
Neptune 10.ft x 31.5” x 175L Mach
#2 Pro windSUP
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b o a r d s

Bamboo you! –
Jobe Vizela 9.4ft x 33” x 150L
We’ve tested a number of Jobe SUPs in the past but this was
the first time we’ve laid hands on a hard shell product from
the multi-discipline watersports brand. Looking shiny and
bling in bamboo livery with grey rail and electro green fin
accents Jobe’s Vizela has been manufactured to a high
spec and screams quality from the off.

Price:
£839.99

Info:
www.jobesports.com/jobevizela-9-4-paddle-board486517001/
All Jobe boards can be
purchased from
www.getonthewater.co.uk

subtle body movements. It’s
certainly not a skatey slasher, or
board for full power roundhouse
cutbacks in critical surf, but turns
are fulfilling and ‘real world waves’
are fair game for the Vizela.

Shape wise the Vizela features a full
nose profile with a steadily tapering
shape as you get closer to the tail. A
rounded pin, honeycomb 6” US box
centre fin and FCS 4.52” side bites, plus
thick deck pad, finish off a top drawer
product and we couldn’t wait to get
it wet.

With strong legs riders can squirt
the tail and chuck an admirable
amount of spray while cruisers
can glide down the line
without a care in the world.
Newbies stepping in to the
surf arena for the first time
will find Jobe’s Vizela a
good tutor with all skills
possible to be learnt with
this sled. It would also
make a good surf SUP for
more experienced riders
wanting to make use of
sloppy, choppy conditions.
Altering the central fin’s
placement will reveal
different riding
characteristics. With this in
mind it’s a tuneable sled that
displays a good level of versatility.

Paddling out, whilst super stable,
the Vizela isn’t the fastest. The
majority of the board’s volume
and width is up front meaning
Jobe’s Vizela does tend to
push liquid a tad. Stepping
further back lifts the nose
and helps alleviate this but
be careful when sweeping
breezy conditions as wind
can get under the nose and
provide resistance. Tracking,
however, is efficient.
Picking up waves is easy with
the Vizela. A few hard strokes
will have riders dropping down
liquid faces quick smart – this is
the time to step back! Once on the
tail a whole new manoeuvrable beast shows
up and arcing turns can be achieved with only

CONCLUSION
Jobe’s Vizela 9.4ft is a fun board to
surf small/moderate waves. With
enough manoeuvrability to keep
hardened rippers interested, during
junky sessions, its versatility should
be commended. Tuning the Vizela
via fin placement lends it to
different wave scenarios and most
paddlers will have immense fun
atop this eye catching ride. (One of
our testers commented as such). Its
attractive price tag ensures you’re
getting a lot of bang for your buck!
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At the behest of Fatstick head honcho
Reuben May we ditched the included
deck pad and tested this particular sled
in naked form. We’ve got to say it’s
one of the lightest FS boards we’ve
used (in fact, maybe THE lightest).
Coming in at just 7kg carting this
puppy around is no worries. And
at 8.2ft will fit inside many
family cars – no need for large
vehicles here.

Price:
TBC

The overall plan shape of the
8.2ft is derived from a
previous line of kid’s boards.
Its rocker has been tweaked
and for 2017 the nose has
also been refined. Being far
more pulled in than previous
the 8.2ft’s outline resembles
a traditional style wave sled
primed and ready to rip.

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com

CONCLUSION
Fatstick’s 2017 8.2ft surprised us.
It’s a more stable sled than you’d
imagine, having found the optimum
paddling position. While not being
the earliest SUP to pick up waves
when dropping in it accelerates
quickly its flatter than usual nose
rocker helping. With deft footwork
and correct paddle placement the
8.2ft loves being sent full power into
all manner of lips, gripping like stink
through each move. The 8.2ft is
probably the most high performance
stand up paddle board we’ve tested
from Fatstick and one upper
intermediate to advanced paddlers
will get the most from.
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The 8.2ft tracks well but doesn’t
have huge amounts of glide –
unsurprising for the style of SUP it
is. Up front isn’t as pronounced as
you’d expect with rocker, aiding the
point and shoot elements of the
board. Once out at the peak its
flatter nose helps when picking
up waves. We thought it may
pearl on take off but were
pleasantly surprised this wasn’t
the case.
Cranking a bottom turn is
butter smooth although
correct foot placement and
paddle technique is needed to
not bog and stall. Engaging the
whole rail is how to ride this
baby. Slingshotting up to the lip
Fatstick’s 8.2ft is awesome fun for
chucking some tail about. Grip is
exceptional and spray plumes will be
standard. Skilled mid-weight riders will
find this board applicable to most surf
conditions they come across.

b o a r d s

Carrying to the put in is a
breeze – an ergonomic carry
handle makes this so. Hopping
aboard the first thing noticed is how
different to other Fatstick SUPs the 8.2ft

feels. Lively it sure is. A bit of feet shuffling
will yield best paddling position. We
expected to be in offset stance for the
most part, the 8.2ft’s dimensions
being on the smaller side. Yet,
there’s a good deal of foam
underfoot in the optimum spot
allowing for a more parallel
stance – good for progressing
SUP surfers stepping down
board sizes.

s h e d : h a r d

It’s been pleasing to see Fatstick SUP (and other home grown UK stand
up brands) mature and evolve over the last few years. Dorset
based Fatstick have spent considerable time tweaking and
perfecting their range of products. For a brand perceived to
service the beginner end of the market they have a bunch of
gear that’s more performance orientated than you’d think –
enter the 2017 8.2ft surf SUP we review here.

kg ie t a r

Compact performance package –
Fatstick Surf SUP 8.2ft x 28” x 105L

Paddling on flat water is perfectly applicable
for the Morpho, although the moderate
diamond nose doesn’t allow for the most
effective knifing through the water. That said
it’s an easy SUP to pilot out to the line up and
get into position.

b o a r d s

Big ride style –
RRD Morpho Wood 9.4ft x 32” x 166
More and more we’re seeing parallel rail concept designs, that’s
been a trait of short performance surf SUPs the last few seasons,
spreading to longer/bigger shapes – RRD’s Morpho 9.4ft
being a case in point. On first look the Morpho’s cut off
tail/nose and 9ft+ length gives it a striking aesthetic. This is
only heightened when you flip the board over and note the
deep chines cut into the hull. A 2+1 thruster fin set up, (with
US Box middle and Futures side bites) completes the package.
Over to test teamer Steph for the low down.

£1,435

s h e d : h a r d

The tail is very wide and will help
catch every little bump going,
without too much effort. Cranking
turns, however, requires a
proactive approach from the rider.
Moving feet from rail to rail is a must.
Simply standing on the centre line
won’t yield the result paddlers are
after. The Morpho does deliver good
speed along the wave, however,
and with correct technique top
turns are fulfilling.

On the beach the Morpho looks great
– eye catching it most definitely
is. RRD build quality is second to
none – the wood construction
tested here also being tough
and durable. Graphical livery is
fun and modern and done in a
way that only Italians can –
stylish and crisp.

Price:

kg ie t a r

Dropping in to your first wave the
wide nose doesn't get in the way
and, in fact, I was rather
impressed it never pearled in
steeper waves. The nose also aids
climbing white water on the way
back out to the peak.

Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.
com/equipment/shop/
morpho-wood/

If you are a bigger boned
individual then eking out the
RRD’s maximum performance
will be easier – muscled up legs
being able to push the tail into
wave faces more aggressively.
Smaller riders will find RRD’s
Morpho 9.4ft great for cruising
around and snagging long
glides. If proper carves and lip
punts are your thing, however,
the brand’s C.O.T.A.N would be a
better bet.

Adopting the cut off nose
and tail concept, but in a
bigger board, was going to
make for an interesting
sensation on the water. The
Morpho is an all round SUP
with a wave pedigree. It is
stable but not as stable as I
was expecting – there’s a
lively personality just waiting
to be unlocked. Following a
few paddle strokes you get
used to the Morpho and
secondary stability is good.

CONCLUSION
RRD’s Morpho 9.4ft opens up the
whole parallel SUP surfing world to
larger paddlers. If you’re on the plus
side of 85kg then chances are you’ll
find the Morpho a great board to
chuck around in small to medium
sized swells. Offering enough
stability to challenge junky
conditions but perform in clean surf
it’s a sled that’ll reward riders who
know how to move their feet about
the deck, from rail to rail. Paddling
on the flat is fine and swell-less
cruising is certainly doable. RRD’s
attention to detail is top drawer and,
as always, the brand’s
manufacturing techniques are
impressive. For riders who fancy a
looser ride in waves then consider
swapping out the central fin.
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SUP surfing’s big heart –
Starboard Wide Point 10.5ft x 32” x 178L
Starboard’s 2017 Wide Point 10.5ft caught us a little off centre. On paper
it’s at the larger end of the scale (although still only weighs 9.67
kg) but upon landing at SUPM Towers its surf pedigree is hard
to miss. Everything about the 10.5ft’s profile suggests waves,
just a scaled up version. Intrigued we didn’t have long to
wait before putting it to the test.

Price:
£1,169

Info:
http://star-boardsup.com/2017/board/
10-5-x-32-widepoint/

CONCLUSION
Starboard’s Wide Point 10.5ft is a
cracking board that just goes to
show you don’t need uber small surf
shapes to attain maximum
performance in waves. All riders,
whether progressing newbies or
seasoned pros, will love the Wide
Point’s carveability,
manoeuvrability and lip whacking
capabilities. Cutting back towards
the pocket, utilising the board’s full
rail, is awesome fun and bound to
put a huge Cheshire cat grin on
faces. Use as a one board quiver, step
up shape or additional ride for junky
or small days.
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So what of the Wide Point 10.5ft’s
surfing prowess? Well, we were
knocked out by how manoeuvrable
such a big board can be – whilst
keeping its manners. There’s no
skittish nature to the Wide Point. It
glides effortlessly onto all types of
wave face (critical or not) and
allows riders (with skill) to
perform most high level moves –
cutbacks are a particular a joy! It
doesn’t perhaps get quite as
vertical as smaller boards but it’s
pretty close! Take it into gutless
weak mush and rewards aplenty,
making it round sections and
across flat spots without issue.
Back in some juice and it’s
cracking to whip into dredging
walls, all the time avoiding
pearling and delivering the most
amount of fun you can have whilst
wearing rubber!

b o a r d s

Glide is good with a slight
elevated paddling position
and we have to commend
Starboard’s carbon rail that
deflects unwanted paddle
chops, keeping the board
looking spick and span.
Bright blue Starlite construction

and comfy textured deck grip
make for a sweet paddling
experience.

s h e d : h a r d

During one of the swells of the winter,
the Wide Point 10.5ft received a
thorough run through. At first we were
hesitant taking such a perceived hefty
board into large waves but we needn’t
have worried. Super stable, but
without losing its playful feel,
standing on the 10.5ft is child’s
play. Its 17cm electro green
centre fin and 4.5” thruster side
bites cut through the brine
efficiently helping with
tracking – especially
important when large walls
of white water bear down.
Ample nose rocker helps
climbing said froth and its
32” width gives composure
in the hairiest of situations.

b o a r d s

Fries with that? –
SMIK Short Mac 8.7ft x 29.5” x 126L
With Scott McKercher heading up his own brand, away from
the Starboard stable, intrigue in SMIK’s range of stand up
paddle surf boards has been high. The first shape we’ve
been able to lay hands on is SMIK’s Short Mac 8.7ft. A
truncated longboard style design it sits halfway house
between the current raft of trendy parallel rail shapes and
longer toes over type sleds.

Price:
£1485

Info:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

www.smiksup.com/
longboard
(only available in the UK as
full carbon)

Picking up waves with a few short,
sharp strokes it’s very easy to drop
into the wave. Glide is great, the
lightweight carbon construction
helping to give the Short Mac a lively
feel – it begs to be thrown about.

A quality finish (as you’d expect with
a Scotty M product) it’s a light weight
and well-built board – the Short Mac
looks ready for action straight out
of the box. Coming as a thruster
fin set up, but with the option of
switching to quad, tuning
options for the 8.7ft can’t be
sniffed at. Over to SUPM
tester Stephane for the low
down.

Small conditions are eaten up by
the SMIK yet medium swells are
also fun. Noticeable is how fast
the 8.7ft is. I know SUPM’s editor
took this out for a run in well
overhead conditions and
commented how lightning quick
it is. Loose off the top the square
nose and tail lend a degree of
stability to manoeuvres and
forgive dodgy technique. This
design trait also makes it easy to
keep speed rolling through flatter
sections and not require the
paddler to work overly hard for
reward. It doesn’t bog and it’s
smooth rail to rail. Raring to go
pretty much sums up the Short Mac.

You can feel the Starboard
heritage in the SMIK 8.7ft
right away. Personally I
have owned and loved
Starboard SUPs so stepping
aboard the Short Mac felt
familiar. At 29.5” wide
progressing intermediates
may find it tricky at first
but a few stints should yield
success. Experienced
paddlers won’t find it too
much hassle to balance on.

CONCLUSION
SMIK’s Short Mac 8.7ft is an
awesome little board for riders
wanting to step up from (or down if
you’re focusing on board size) a
clunker SUP. Able to redline easily it
zips about the break with no sweat
and delivers carveability that all
paddlers will love. Stable, to a point
(relative to its size), the SMIK is
great at rebounding off white water
and making the most of waves on
offer. Should the swell ramp up in
size we recommend slotting the
central fin further back in its box to
aid grip, or swapping to quads. For a
first run out on Scott McKercher’s
new SMIK baby the Short Mac is
hard to beat. Versatile, nippy, well
manufactured and fun to ride the
8.7ft Short Mac would fit into most
performance rider quivers with ease.
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Book your Place Now

7-9 July, Cumbrae

Sea Kayak &
SUP Symposium
2 Day Sea Kayak & SUP Symposium,
at National Centre Cumbrae, 1 hour from Glasgow city centre. 2 days of coaching & performance
clinics by Glenmore Lodge and Cumbrae Instructors, looking at crossings, rock hopping, safety & rescue,
SUP and much more. Leading manufacturers will be present and guest speaker Olly Hicks.

Guest coaches include: Calum McNicol | Dave Rossetter
Doug Cooper | Giles Trussell | George Fell | Matt Haydock.

To book: www.nationalcentrecumbrae.org.uk

New & used equipment sales, hire & demo, courses for everyone,
regular club activity, fitness & race training.
Near Windsor and open 7 days a week.

www.braylake.com
info@braylake.com

Bray Lake Watersports, Monkey Island Lane, Windsor Rd, Maidenhead Berks, SL6 2EB

True to form if you’re not an experienced
paddle surfer, used to piloting sleds sitting
below the water, as opposed to on it, you’ll get
a shock with the War Bird. As we’ve said
there’s next to no volume in the tail, its
paddling sweet spot located specifically in one
small area. Combined with pronounced
nose kick and you’re not going anywhere
fast. As such glide is pretty nonexistent. Lighter paddlers will
achieve better results but midweights will need to concentrate
when heading out back! Tracking is
surprisingly efficient, however.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

On the war path –
SBS War Bird 7.11ft x 28” x 87L
At SUP Mag UK we’re lucky enough to be approached by stand up
paddle board brands who value our feedback. As such SBS
(Snell Brothers) let us play with their proto War Bird back in
summer 2016. Having had the opportunity to chuck it at
a few waves the boys tweaked their design and delivered
back the finished product which is now reviewed here.

Price:
£1049-£1199

Info:
www.sbsboards.com/
product/2017-supwar-bird/)

Keeping position in the lineup may
be best achieved by sitting. Having
spotted your set a few prone paddle
strokes will increase momentum and
allow a quick pop up to paddle – with
accurate foot placement that is. Once
travelling the War Bird’s true
personality shines through…

The first thing you notice is eye
catching ‘pro’ livery SBS are now
using on their high end range (the SBS
Long Bow 12.6ft, reviewed in next
issue, is exactly the same). Red,
black and grey, combined with
aggressive looking profiles
certainly grabs the attention.
With top drawer finish, and
impeccable attention to
detail, the SBS War Board
2017 looks raring to go.

We’ve used a bunch of
performance surf SUPs in the
past but can categorically say
SBS’s War Bird is by far the
most radical we’ve tried! In
quad fin mode it’s the loosest
board we’ve ever surfed. Very
little is needed to get it
turning and riders can go as
ballistic as their skills allow,
the WB won’t back down. Full
rail power turns, critical pocket
carves, super vertical surfing
and airs are all possible. The
downside being if you step off the
gas then so does it.

Coming with FCS II, snap
and go, fin system allows
simple insertion without
the need for tools. A grippy
deck pad, with pronounced
kick block on the tail, is
welcome and the carry
handle allows efficient
transportation. Side on
inspection gives a sense of
what this board can do.
Dimensions tell part of the story,
the totally thinned out tail
completes it.

CONCLUSION
We use the term ‘performance’ a lot
but when describing SUPs but with
the SBS War Bird it’s very apt. A
totally thinned out tail and radical
bottom contour is what makes this
so. If you aspire to ride like the very
best paddle surfers in the world then
this is a sled that will allow that –
you just need the skills and waves
to make it happen. Proving how
performance the SBS War Bird is we
had a rider surf it without a paddle.
It delivered everything we’ve
described above, the paddle adding
even more dynamism when back in
play. Want to REALLY rip and shred?
Well, look no further…
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The first we lay our grubby mitts on
is Loco’s Motion Air 12.6ft x 27”.
Straight out the bag and the ‘purple
penetrator’ looks the biz. Nicking the
rubberised hard rail concept,
currently helping inflatable
performance windsurf boards find
favour, Loco are certainly aiming to
set their inflatables apart.

Price:

Our initial session included a few
swelly bumps as well as glassy flat
conditions. Heading for the lumps
Loco’s Motion Air glides well and it
does track better with that hard rail.
That said we’re not sure
intermediates will notice, until they
jump on a SUP without any sharp edge
to directly compare, then it’s obvious. At
27” wide board you’re not going to be
getting many beginners riding it – unless
they’re light (intermediates on flat water

£899-£999

Info:
http://locosurfing.com/
product/2017-loco-126-x27-x-6-motion-air-racetouring-isup/

CONCLUSION
For Loco’s first outing into the
inflatable SUP world they’ve created
a decent board in the Motion Air. As
with all Loco product different
dimensions are available so differing
paddling styles/weights are covered.
The 27” tested here is a true all
terrain ride that’s as happy on flat
water as it is gliding bumps and
small waves. Combined with its
durable backpack Loco’s Motion Air
12.6ft x 27” is a well manufactured
and versatile iSUP that bodes well for
the brand and their continued
progression.
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will do fine) – but another trait of
Loco’s hard rail is added stability.
It keeps the board planted,
whereas some iSUPs can roll
side to side. It’s nice to know
the Air Motion is user friendly
and will suit a wide spectrum of
paddler. The hard rail also adds
rigidity – deflection is minimal.
Perhaps being stretched further
along the board’s length stiffness
will benefit further?
Chucking it at a few small waves (as
we’ve said before hybrid race/touring
SUPs can be super fun in swell), the
benefits of the hard release edge
REALLY shine. As soon as swell lifts
the board it takes on a whole
different persona. Considering its
shape Loco’s Motion Air is one of
the liveliest iSUPs we’ve used.
Subtle changes in paddling and
body position allow for BIG
manoeuvres without even trying. It
cuts back well for a pointy nose SUP
– even with a touring fin protruding
from the tail. With this in mind it’s a
great board for paddlers wanting all
round performance. (This all bodes well
for Loco’s Aztec surf iSUP line, which
we’ve yet to test)..

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Loco’s first stab at inflatable stand up paddle boards took us by
surprise to start with. With the NE brand’s self-styled paddle
surfing image refusing to give way to the blow up phenomenon
Loco recently admitted writings are on the wall – iSUPs are here
to stay and remain the choice for many. Taking a bunch of tried
and tested hard shell shapes and turning them into air filled
machines is how Loco brought their iSUPs to market quickly,
and the range is certainly eye candy.

kg ie t a r

Purple penetrator –
Loco Motion Air 12.6ft x 27”

Air ride –
Ride WindSUP 10.7ft x 33” x 296L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The Red Paddle Co 10.7ft Ride Windsup is one of two windsurfing
suitable boards in the range. This board, as with all boards in the Red
Paddle Co line up, features the industry leading MSL technology. As
ever, Red Paddle Co’s Ride WindSUP board is manufactured to the
highest level possible and looks the biz.

Price:
£949
with 3pc alloy paddle
package. Complete package
with WindSUP rig and
paddle start from £144)

Info:
https://redpaddleco.com/
uk/boards/windsup/

really doesn’t affect things – and is
a trait you’ll only notice having
paddling other Red Paddle Co
iSUPs. It really is minimal with
the correct PSI stuffed inside.

Sporting two top notch US fin boxes, that
accommodate both a performance fin, as you’d
normally find on stand up paddle boards, and
an additional middle type to help stop side
slip (downwind) when in wind mode, Red’s
WindSUP is ready for all kinds of watery
action. On the deck is an integrated
windsurfing rig attachment, that’s solid
and robust, placed just in front of the
comfy padded carry handle. An
additional handle perches on the
nose. Included with this bundle
are all the bits needed to get
afloat in light airs – boom, mast,
sail and mast foot.

Switching to sail mode and Red
paddle Co’s rig components are
faff free to assemble. The sail
addition allows riders to learn
and develop windsurfing basics
while delivering breezy fun in
the sun. Seasoned sailors can
use the whole bundle for a
spot of light air cruising or
whirling and twirling sail
flicking ala light wind
freestyle. As with paddling
mode, there’s no real
obvious lacking in the
rigidity department. Of
course, this is an air board,
and you do know your
standing on one, but Red’s
exemplary construction is
such that you’re getting a
super stiff platform anyway,
so that ‘play’ is minimal.

In paddle mode, the Red Paddle
Co Ride WindSUP is super
stable (33”) and great for all
round paddling. Its tracking
and glide properties are
admirable, with all the family
being able to make use of it as
a ‘do all’ platform. Paddling on
the flat, exploring and messing
about in small swell makes it a
fun air SUP that’ll put instant
smiles on faces. There’s a slight
lack of rigidity, due to not having
the brand’s patented RRS battens, but it

CONCLUSION

Photo: Simon Winkley

Red Paddle Co’s Ride 10’7” windSUP
and rig combo is a fun package that
families of all types will find favour,
functionality and versatility. A top
drawer iSUP in its own right, that
beginners progressing through the
ranks will enjoy piloting, it’s no
wonder the brand’s Ride line is so
popular. With the addition of user
friendly rig the options for getting on
the water are opened up
considerably – no longer are those
breezy/choppy days times for sitting
it out. Rig up or paddle out: the
choice is yours. And for those that
want even more windy performance
check out Red’s Windsurf model –
https://redpaddleco.com/uk/board/1
07-windsurf/
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Riber have been around paddlesports for a while but it’s only
recently they’ve stepped into the inflatable SUP market.
Featuring three different models we look at the brand’s 9.6ft
model here.

Price:
£395

Info:
www.riberproducts.com/102
5-riber-inflatable-stand-uppaddle

So, price aside, it’s a good board
once on the water. Inflating to 1518PSI the rigidity is on the medium
side – there’s a degree of deflection (bend)
through the middle part of the board,
especially with any paddler weighing more than
80kg. Giving it a bit more air will help improve

CONCLUSION
A much better than you’d imagine
inflatable SUP Riber’s 9.6ft does an
admirable job of getting you afloat
with minimal wallet damage.
Suitable for lighter weights as a
first time SUP or heavier paddlers
fancying a bit of surf fun it’s an air
board designed to deliver a smile
inducing experience with minimal
fuss. The included bag and pump
are fine but we’d definitely
recommend upgrading the paddle
as soon as you can.
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this and standing slightly
further forwards will alleviate
further.
Tracking is OK when sweeping
away from the beach and glide
is admirable. It definitely feels on
the smaller side and lighter
paddlers will find it fun for general
flat water SUP. Where the Riber
9.6ft comes into its own is when
thrown at some small surf. Its
rounded pin tail, thruster fin set
up and quickly tapering shape
does lend a degree of
manoeuvrability and it’s
possible to nab some sporty
rides. Don’t get us wrong it’s
not a full on paddle surfer,
but for making the most of
small swells and bumps it’s
a good little machine for
taking those first steps in
waves.
Back on flat water and riders
can chuck it about and use it
to improve overall board skills,
ready for moving across to
something more performance
orientated. As a plug ‘n’ play iSUP, fit for
fun in the sun, you can’t grumble at what
you’re getting for the money.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

At first glance Riber’s 9.6ft appears to be
on the smaller side with the board’s
shape suggesting it’d be good for lighter
riders and/or messing about in waves.
Tapering through to the tail, with the
majority of the Riber’s width located up
front, it’s manufactured from reinforced
laminated Dropstitch and finished with
a decent deckpad. Padded handle,
rounded pin tail and a set of thruster
fins. The most astonishing thing
with the Riber is its price. By their
own admission Riber are
manufacturers of affordable iSUPs
designed to get people into the
sport. With a £395 price tag,
however, paddlers may think
twice before owning a Riber. And
you’d be right to be careful.
There’s a plethora of cheap
inflatable boards available that
are complete rubbish.
Fortunately Riber’s 9.6ft is much
better than you’d first assume.

kg ie t a r

Bundle of fun –
Riber 290 9.6ft x 30” x 199L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Everyman style –
O’Shea 11.2ft x 32” x 270L GT 2017
HP Fusion Lite
For 2017 O’Shea’s GT range sees the addition of the HP Fusion
Lite edition which differs from the double wall lay up and
delivers on new manufacturing technologies. Out of the box
and, as with all O’Shea inflatable SUPs, the GT 11.2ft is a
quality air board that catches attentions. Upon closer
inspection it’s been constructed with not a seam out of
place – quality assured.

Price:
£849

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/
isupboards.html

easy to shove through the brine with
each stroke. An elongated,
moderately pointy nose, keeps
the 11.2ft on track and gliding
efficiently.
Manoeuvres are achieved without
too much fuss – the board’s wide
square tail allowing paddlers to
nail pivot turns and work on their
foot positioning and trim. Cutting
through the water efficiently we
also thought the GT HP Fusion was
pretty swift – possibly the quickest of
all O’Shea’s iSUPS bar the brand’s race
tuned 12.6ft GTR (reviewed here:
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2016/09/16/sup-race-face-touringoshea-12-6ft-x-30-x-310-gtr2017-isup-review/).

The included pump is an improvement
on previous versions and it’s now
possible to inflate with one hand
to the desired 15PSI. Protruding
from the tail is a high end US
style fin box that
accommodates a decent
enough foil, secured by finger
and thumb screw tightening
mechanism. A webbing carry
handle, top drawer deck pad
and nose bungee, for
securing belongings,
completes the look.

Something we couldn’t resist was
seeing how the GT HP Fusion
faired when chucked at a few
bumps. While we’re not
suggesting big waves it certainly
copes with ripples. Deflection
(bend) is minimal – testament to
the manufacturing quality and
fusion style lay up. The board’s lively
personality once again comes to the
fore and as such it’s a rewarding iSUP to
muck about in swell – even with that not
being its primary target area

On the water and the GT’s
ride is one of a secure nature.
Its 32” width is ample for
most paddlers and the fusion
technology, combined with 6”
thickness, makes for a rigid and
stable platform. Being slightly
lighter than it’s double skinned
sibling the GT Fusion Lite is lively and

CONCLUSION
We’re always happy to see an O’Shea
iSUP land at SUPM Towers. In the
past we’ve been impressed with the
quality and functionality of each
O’Shea inflatable we’ve reviewed. The
11.2ft GT HP Fusion Lite is no
different. Weighing less than its
double skinned sibling, and made
using the latest inflatable
manufacturing materials and
techniques, the GT is a fun board for
recreational paddling, touring and
small swell hunting.
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w w w. g a r m i n . c o m

First things first. My advice is to visit the support site for
the fenix watch at https://support.garmin.com, as this will
guide you and set the watch up correctly for what you have
bought it for. If you don’t and just rush out with it on your
wrist, then you will be missing out.

In short the fenix 3’s sheer range of uses and tough exterior make

There are three fenix 3 watches in the Garmin line-up with the
fenix 3 Sapphire sporting the hardened sapphire glass.
Out of the box, the first thing to strike you is the size and
masculinity of the design – safe to say this is aimed at the male
market. It comes with a choice of two bands in silicon or
titanium. My personal preference was for the silicon as it is
much more comfortable, holds the watch tightly in place with no
slippage and crucially a whopping two ounces lighter, which is
important for many activities.
Like I say it has a very masculine design and looks really rugged,
with its chunky build, visible screws and metallic finish, that
stands 16mm from the wrist but somehow it is still a very
attractive watch piece. The round 218 × 218 (3.1cm) pixel
transflective colour display is protected by Garmin’s tough
Sapphire lens, designed for outdoor activities with its excellent
anti-scratch glass.
The difference between the fenix 3 and a smart watch by Apple
or Samsung is simply when it comes to multi-sport tracking
you'll be hard pressed to find a watch with more on offer. To help
with the tracking there is a raft of sensors including GPS,
barometric altimeter, barometer, electronic compass, heart rate
monitor (chest strap needed with this model), accelerometer,
and a thermometer. It also tracks and details daily life activities
such as steps, calories burned, stairs climbed, and sleep quality.
On the sleep side though, I have to admit to taking the watch off
at night time as the size made it a little uncomfortable.
The track and record specific excercises, the fenix 3 is loaded
with widgets for SUPing, running, cycling, swimming, skiing,
hiking, golf, rowing, fishing, the gym and even dog walking. You
also have a selection of widgets to customize the watch from the
Garmin support page.
Finally, the smart watch characteristics are first-class when
paired with a compatible iOS or Android phone and Garmin’s free
Connect software. The fenix will notify you of emails, texts,
calendar alerts, news headlines, and any other messages the
phone’s system will push and again can be customized as above
from the Garmin site.
95
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it an outdoor activity watch that is certainly worth considering –
and will last long way into the future. The only negative would be
the cost but get searching and find a bargain and you’ll be well
satisfied.
Price: £539.99
Info: https://buy.garmin.com/en-GB/GB/p/516264

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Pete Tranter takes a closer look at Garmin’s fenix 3.

There is a high cost attached to the watch and unless you’re
serious, there are many cheaper alternatives. With this version
you would also have to buy a chest strap for heart rate monitoring
purposes at around £45, though there is a performance bundle
that does include the chest strap with the fenix 3 Sapphire version.
Having said all of that, with the arrival of the fenix 5, now may well
be the time to pick up a bargain, sound with the knowledge the
fenix 3 is not going to obsolete any time soon. With regular
firmware and software updates available from Garmin Connect,
the fenix 3 will be fine for many years to come.

kg ie t a r

I’ve been living with this watch now for the last four months and
put it through its paces in many different environments. In any of
it activity modes the watch quickly connects with GPS in seconds
and provides sound, reliable data throughout. The four in a row
photo below does show the fenix 3 with a little wear and tear but
the watch had been tested many times before us. You will also
notice though that the glass face is unmarked and that’s a huge
plus point for the Sapphire version. Also has to be noted, that in
this day of touch screen everything, the five button arrangement
on the watch is a bonus in the sense there is no need to remove
gloves for operation.

A real diamond –
Garmin fenix 3 Sapphire

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s
kg ie t a r

Renegades of sun –
SunGod Renegades sunnies

In touch –
RRD 10ft coiled calf leash

w w w. s u n g o d . c o

w w w. ro b e r t o r i c c i d e s i g n s . c o m

Taking inspiration from iconic Tom Cruise flick Top Gun
SunGod initially came to the fore with their unique take on
Aviator sunglasses. Featuring tough frame construction,
hard wearing lenses and the ability to customise their
Kickstarter campaign was a success (and then some) leading
to where we’re at now. SunGod launched their Renegades
style earlier in 2016 and we got hold of a pair to check out.
(Even winter paddlers need protection from the low off
season’s low sun!).

We all know a leash is a must within SUP, whatever type of
paddling you do. For many the coiled leash will be the
preferred. The go to for racing, touring and/or general
recreation paddling coiled leashes are designed to minimise
drag, by having the cord sit on top of your board’s deck, but
still providing a secure, reassuring and comfortable way to
keep in contact with your board.

We should mention SunGod’s website. From a user point of
view it’s super easy to hit up the brand and choose your
personal style accordingly. Choose between frame colour, lens
type and tint and even decal palette – it couldn’t be swifter and
more efficient. This alone is reason to purchase – user
experience is, after all paramount these days. Having had a
peruse we opted for matt clear frames, smoke polarised lenses
and blue decals. Once the order was nailed our model was with
us promptly.
As SunGod state these shades will outlast you. And having
worn extensively over the winter period we can confirm this.
Most paddlers will know that kicking about beaches and put ins
of the world means all your kit gets a good working. Sunnies
are chucked on floor, covered in all manner of dirt and grime,
dropped in the drink, clunked by other paddling kit and general
given a fair old bit of abuse. Not once did SunGod’s Renegades
fail us.
Clarity of lenses is great and the wrap around nature of the
Renegades frames means all light and UV is kept away from
eyes – especially important when paddling on bright, glinting
watery surfaces. This pair of SunGod’s were also super comfy
and lightweight.

CONCLUSION
Stylish, practical and good looking to boot SunGod’s Renegades are
the bomb shades for any paddler needing some decent UV eye
protection. Bullet proof and with a fantastic user experience online
SunGod offer a range of practical styles and lens types for all stand
up paddlers to benefit from.

At 10ft long, fully stretched, RRD’s calf coiled leash is ample for
most paddler needs. Should you stack it in the brine then
there’s a decent amount of stretch before becoming fully
taught. If you haven’t experienced the sometimes painful tug
of too short a leash then it’s something worth considering.
With board momentum a travelling SUP can yank hard so a
significant length leash is a must. And it’s imperative your
choice is manufactured to high spec – like the RRD – after all,
it could be something you rely on for survival and you don’t
want it failing at the drop of a hat!
Fitting snugly around the calf, just below the knee, RRD’s leash
cuff is comfortable against bare skin whilst staying in place
and gripping like stink. There’s nothing worse than affixing
your leg rope, beginning your paddle and feeling it slip down.
We didn’t have this once with RRD’s collide leash which
inspires confidence and allows paddlers to get on with the job
in hand.

CONCLUSION
Fitting snugly and securely RRD’s 10ft coiled calf leash is a top
drawer SUP accessory that’s both necessary and functional. Its
bright orange aesthetic gives a degree of visibility to the paddler
while being a tough and durable way of staying in contact with
your board. The rearward Velcro retainer is easy to fit and is
tough and doesn’t budge. Suitable for a variety of paddling
environments – from SUP racing to recreational paddling – RRD’s
10ft coiled calf leash is a good choice for most paddlerss.
Price: Check with your nearest RRD stockist.
Info: http://www.robertoriccidesigns.com/year-22/supsurf/accessories/

Price: £60
Info: www.sungod.co/shop/custom/ renegades
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BSUPA approved SUP school in
Essex°ÊBeginner
Ê
& Progression
tuition° Team of qualified
& friendly
Instructors°ÊActive
Ê
membership HUB° Tours,
events, kit demo & skills clinics°

SUP

777,56980:.98:213,'/$Ê
59'&// 456980:.98:213Ê
#7:--&64%56980:.98:213Ê
+)"()4+(!**

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

CHASEWATER SUP
Set in the beautifull surroundings of Chasewater
Coutry Park and available for SUP 365 days a year
(excluding special events)

The Chase Sailing Club, Pool Lane, Chasetown, Walsall. WS7 3QY
Tel: 01543 656390 Email: thechasesailingclub@gmail.com

supported by:

midlands SUP experts

call: 01543 505084
www.boardwisecannock.co.uk

Milford On Sea, 01590645270
www.thenewforestpaddlesportcompany.co.uk

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s
kg ie t a r

Check it! –
Passenger Redwood check shirt

Blue cool –
Bluesmiths Kula Windpro hoody

w w w. p a s s e n g e r - c l o t h i n g . c o m

w w w. b l u e s m i t h s . c o m

Everyone needs the right style of threads for each SUP
season. And with Passenger surf wear being a brand always
ready to deliver the goods we checked out their Redwood
check shirt – great for winter, spring and cooler
summer/autumn periods. With environmental credentials
firmly in tact the company’s Redwood check shirt is
Passenger’s ‘go-to’ piece of padded apparel perfect for
various beach, lake and river environments, without losing
the ability to look good on the street.

There are some things in life that you just can’t be without.
In this instance it’s Bluesmiths’ Kula Windpro hoody. Since
becoming part of SUPM’s paddling wardrobe it’s hardly been
off our backs, unless we’re on the water of course. Even then
it could be worn – especially for flat water sessions.

Wear as casual or dress it up, layer your threads or use as a
stand-alone garment, Passenger’s Redwood check shirt is
toasty, hard wearing and looks the biz with its bright
chequerboard livery. Manufactured from100% Portuguese
flannel fabric it feels super soft while being able to deal with
the daily rigours of salty beach life.

Designed and tested on Maui, but built in Canada, Bluesmiths
gear is proper high quality technical apparel – the Kula
Windpro hoody being a case in point. Manufactured from
Windpro fabric and featuring an inner Polartec fleece lining it’s
both light weight yet incredibly warm. Able to fend off breeze
and repel water, yet remain breathable, the Kula Windpro
hoody is great for daily use, après SUP or general wearing
around town.

Having been worn extensively during the last few months we
can fully attest to its robust and durable nature. Not only that
but it’s great for throwing on ya back post-SUP Session instead
of a hoody – it pretty much does the same job. Fancy a
beverage? No worries, this piece of attire will take you there in
style – whether back in the ‘smoke’ or nestling in front of a
country pub’s roaring fire.

Fit is tailored and there are a bunch of nifty features that make
it incredibly desirable. A top notch hood, with draw cords,
headphone cable management system and secure pockets for
storing paraphernalia the Windpro fits a variety of scenarios.
We actually wore it while out flat water paddling and found it
great for chucking on having enjoyed many a winter’s paddle
surf sesh. In all scenarios the hardwearing and snag resistant
material ensures it’ll stand the text of time and not let you
down.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

With many of the bigger named surf brands simply not delivering,
in terms of functionality, style and individualist credentials
clothing companies like Passenger are there to fill the void. Their
Redwood check shirt is a great piece of wear that protects as well as
making paddlers look great. Pair as a combination outfit or
standalone garment, the choice is yours making it the perfect
choice for a variety of social situations.

While not particularly cheap what you’re getting with Bluesmiths’
Kula Windpro hoody is a technical piece of apparel designed with
stand up paddlers in mind. Light weight, super warm and able to
fend of drips and drops the Windpro has now worked its way into
our kit box as an integral piece of clothing. Top drawer
manufacturing techniques and added benefit features will no doubt
lend it favour to anyone else who dons.

Price: £59.99

Price: $255

Info: www.passengerclothing.com/collections/shirts/products/
redwood-check

Info: www.bluesmiths.com/collections/mens/products/thekula?variant=16952466817
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Under 18* and never tried to SUP or Kite? Book a session for FREE at these tour stops!
Newcastle • 8/9 April
Hunstanton • 6/7 May
South Wales • 15/16 April
Camber • 13/14 May
Exmouth/Westward Ho! • 29/30 April
Poole • 20/21 May
London Docklands • 29/30 April
Lancing • 27/28 May
SPONSORS
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*MINIMUM AGE 12 YEARS
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Sign up at: www.armadaevents.co.uk

